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solvers
Problemsolvers? You might call them that.
They take trouble out of your business.
They make that their business.
These Moore men, and 2200 more like them,
are trained and experienced in forms,
in form constructions, in effective form-systems.
They have proven ability. They can plan the
right form design and the right form construction
to fit your system requirements —exactly.
Their reputation is based on the thousands of
successful form-system installations that make Moore
the world’s largest manufacturer of business forms.
What can they give you?
Experienced advice. Specialized knowledge and
an outside point of view. Help-in form construction.
In professional design service.
systems counsel.
These problemsolvers work for us.
But you’ll find they’re really working for you.
Here’s the Total Value you get
through the Moore man: Quality materials.
Excellent manufacture. Service before
and after you buy. Make-good guarantee.
Prompt delivery from 35 plants.

MOORE BUSINESS FORMS
Over 500 offices and plants, 2200 salesmen in North America

Published by eGrove, 1967
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Lloyd D. Doney • A New Dimension for Cash Flow Analysis
All standard methods for predicting the cash flows
from a proposed investment, whether or not they in
clude discounting for the present value of a future
return, have one significant weakness. They require
the analyst to fix the projected level of operations in

p. 13

advance, even though this figure is as uncertain as
the revenues. This article advocates the use of Bay
esian analysis to let the decision maker consider
various possible operating levels, thus adding a sec
dimension to his calculations.

Richard A. Kaiman • Seven General Guiding Principles of Data Processing
The design of an information system is a complex task.
All this overage of complexities, however, is based on
amplification of a few general principles. This author

Gerald

has set down these principles in check list form for
ready reference in the design or evaluation of a
data processing system.

Broucek • An Automated System for Internal Audit and Control

There are several ways in which the internal audit
process can be automated without violating the prin
ciple that the audit must be performed by
outside the group being audited. One is to use the
data processing group’s equipment to apply test rou
tines on a surprise basis. Another method, less obvious

p. 21

but far more effective, and far closer to a true audit,
is to have the audit
use a different computer,
either a satellite machine or the equipment of an
outside service bureau. This article describes a system
of the latter type, which is now in operation at a
Florida bank.

Granville R. Gargiulo • Use of CPM in Systems Installations
Systems projects do not have all the characteristics
possessed by the programs to which the critical path
method
other network analysis techniques have
traditionally been applied. Nevertheless,
author
asserts, CPM can be useful in planning, scheduling,

p. 20

p. 30

and controlling systems installations. He demonstrates
his theory by presenting a case study of a computer
installation to illustrate the method
suggests a
broader set of criteria for determining the suitability
of network analysis.
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Hak Chong Lee • The Organizational Impact of Computers
The introduction of electronic data processing has
been accompanied by gloomy forecasts of unemploy
ment
the elimination of middle management.
Have these predictions been borne out? Not yet, this

Carl C. Greer

p. 39

author concludes after surveying the research to date
on the organizational impact of computers. That does
not mean they never
he warns, calling for con
tinuing
of EDP’s impact.

Measuring the Value of Information in Consumer Credit Screening . . p. 44
about the applicant. The model proposed in this
article introduces an additional variable—the value
of gathering additional information—
explains how
to incorporate it into the traditional credit screening

las. Graese, OliveBroucek,
and

...........................................................................................................
all

Growing use is being made of various statistical tech
niques to make the process of screening credit ap
plicants more scientific. Most of these systems, how
ever, are based on the assumption that the pros
pective creditor has a fixed amount of information

William J. Bolger • Costly Fixed Attitudes Toward Fixed Assets
Corporate investment in real estate and buildings de
serves just as much attention as is given to equipment
and other assets. Yet many managements regard real
estate as a necessary evil, neglecting its potential for
C

p. 55
.........................................................
profit because “We are not in the real estate business.”
This article outlines a positive program for control
of this investment and suggests systematic review of
existing investments.

DEPARTMENTS
People, events, techniques

p.

What people are writing about

p. 59

Current books and magazine articles on subjects of interest to management
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On time-as promised:

Burroughs B 2500/B 3500
third generation systems
-complete with software.

Now operational.
Third generation hardware and software. That’s what we promised
for the two new computers we announced last spring.
We've kept this commitment. The small to medium scale B 2500
and B 3500 are
operational. Ready for deliveries.
a series of tests at our plant in Pasadena, California, recently, they
demonstrated every
of their advanced capabilities—with results
that met all our expectations.
The two systems demonstrated how third generation software enables
them to use part of their own computational power to allocate and
organize their
work. To automatically match their resources to
varying work loads and changing priorities through use of the
Burroughs Master Control Program.

They multiprocessed unrelated major programs with complete free
dom and ease—under totally automatic software control.
They demonstrated highly efficient operation in COBOL, the widely
accepted higher level language for business data processing.

not only of two third generation computers but of the idea that made
them possible: the Burroughs concept of integrating hardware with
software by developing both at the same time. Three
ago, this
concept became a reality with our B 5500—the first self-operating
computer. All subsequent Burroughs 500 Systems have followed this
outstandingly successful lead.

If you want to see true third generation hardware and software in
action—call us. Burroughs Corporation, Detroit, Michigan 48232.

Burroughs
4
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people, events, techniques
Large Companies, Particularly Banks, Insurance Companies, Utilities,
Increasingly Favor Employee Stock Purchase Plans, NICB Reports

A growing number of large com
panies, particularly in insurance
and banking and in utilities, are
establishing stock purchase
for their employees, the National
Industrial Conference Board re
ports.
The NICB reveals on the basis
of a recent study that by spring of
1966, 21 per cent of the companies
listed on the New York Stock
Exchange had stock purchase
plans in effect for all or nearly
all of their employees. The figures
reached 36 per cent for insurance
companies with more than 200 em
ployees
25 per cent for com
mercial banks with deposits of $100
million or more.
For electric and gas utilities, the
percentage rose from 26 per cent
to 41 per cent between 1960 and
1966, as compared with a rise from
12 per cent to 22 per cent for
manufacturing companies during
the same period.
Only a few of the
require
employees to subscribe for a spe
cific number of shares at a

May-June, 1967
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price which must be paid regard
less of what happens to the market
price. Many more offer certain ad
vantages to the employee in stock
purchase over those which
out
sider would
About half the
analyzed by NICB allow em
ployees to buy stock at a discount
and many match all or part of the
employee’s contribution toward
stock purchase.

Six plans popular
Six major types of plan were
used by companies having stock
purchase plans for employees,
NICB found. These were:
1. “Corporate-Employee Month
ly Investment” plan. The employee
authorizes payroll deductions un
der these monthly investment plans
(MIPs). These are sent to a broker,
who opens an account for the em
ployee
buys full and frac
tional shares for the account at each
pay period. This is fairly common
among most — 30 per cent — of the
other companies having such

but comparatively rare among
banks and insurance companies.
Less than 10 per cent of them use
this system.
2. “Market - Purchase” plans.
These are quite similar to the MIP
plans, except that the company
performs the broker’s function for
the employees, collecting payroll
deductions, buying stock on the
open market, and distributing full
shares to participants. This is found
quite often among insurance com
panies, 46 per cent of which use it,
and banks, 26 of which employ it.
Overall, though, only 15 per cent
of all NYSE companies with stock
purchase plans favor it.
“Loan Arrangement” plans. Here
employees borrow money from the
company to buy stock, authorizing
payroll deductions to pay off the
loan. This is most
among
banks; 43 per cent of them use it.
It is comparatively rare with all
other companies.
“Stock - Purchase-Option” plans.
These are very similar to the ex
ecutive stock option, except that all
5
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tributed to participants every year.
or almost
employees are cov
IBM still said “nonsense.”
of Planning,
and Controls,
No. 3,and
Art. Tadlock
10
Twelve
per centSystems,
of all NYSE
com Vol. 4So[1967],
ered. An Management
employee isServices: A Magazine
a
Hoppins
set to
work.
pany plans follow this system; 10
number of shares at a stated
price and then authorizes a pay
cent of the insurance com
Two months and a lot of brain
deduction to pay for them over
panies and only 4 per cent of the
straining work later, the two came
a
period, generally two years.
banks do.
up with a system that works.
In conceding that Hoppins and
At the end of the period, he is free
to exercise his option or not as he
Tadlock had
the conversion
Employee savings plan
problem, which it could not, IBM
chooses. This is fairly common
“Employee Savings” plans. These
had only one thing to say—“We
among all companies except insur
can’ knock success.”
programs follow the outline of the
ance companies; only 14 per cent
company contribution
but em
of them use it, compared with 21
Boise Cascade
to
IBM the
to the new system
per cent
the banks and 24 per
ployee contributions are deposited
in a trust fund, as is stock bought
$100,000. IBM turned them
cent of NYSE companies generally.
under the plan, for a two-year
down. So now Boise Cascade,
period before distribution. Com
maker of wood products, is in the
Contributory plans
pany contributions are generally
computer business, with Computer
“Company Contribution” plans.
much higher than they are under
Sciences handling the marketing of
the company contribution plan,
the new system in return for 33
These are much the same as
averaging about 50 cents for each
market purchase plans in which
per cent of the sale price.
the company acts as the broker,
employee dollar. This arrangement
with this notable exception: For
is used by 16 per cent of all NYSE
' Exodus’ delivers goods
each dollar the employee contrib
companies with a stock purchase
The new conversion system is
utes the company also makes a
by 7 per cent of the insur
named “Exodus,” because, accord
contribution, usually 20 to 25 per
ance companies, and by 4 per cent
ing to one marketing executive, “it
cent of employee funds. Shares are
of the banks.
According to New York Stock
delivers the goods in the promised
bought on the open market and disland.” The Exodus system, which
Exchange figures, as of 1965
consists of a 100-page manual and
than 3.5 million stockholders —
8,000 punched
is selling for
or about 20 per cent of the na
$9,000.
tion’s total — had bought their
IBM does offer
electronic de
stock through the company they
vice called
emulator that imi
worked for.
tates the logic of
com
puter on a newer model. In effect,
the emulator is a permanently
IBM Says ‘No’; Two
stored
that accepts in
structions written, say, for an IBM
Workers Say ‘Yes’;
1410 computer, and converts them
into the instructions used for the
Workers Win Day
new IBM 360 model. IBM charges
a monthly rental for these devices,
IBM Corp., the 56-year-old ma
which must be employed every
chine manufacturer now specializ
time the older program is used.
ing in
and worth
On the other hand, Exodus is a
than
$4.5
billion,
not
long
ago
said
You SEE How To Get Things Done
one-time conversion program that
With The BOARDMASTER System
it was impossible to develop a sys
You see a Graphic Picture of your
rewrites the old instructions
the
tem to convert existing computer
operations, spotlighted in color. You
language
of
the
new
computer.
have facts at Eye Level. Saves time,
programs to fit some of the
cuts costs and prevents errors.
And as for Hoppins
Tad
faster, third generation
Ideal for Production, Maintenance,
Scheduling, Inventory, Sales, Traffic,
lock
—
Hoppins,
who
has
been
with
Ronnie Tim Hoppins, a 26-yearPersonnel and many other uses.
Simple and flexible tool. You write
Boise Cascade for four years, got
old maker of wood products at
or type on cards and post on board.
All cards are interchangeable.
a $125-a-month raise and bought a
Boise Cascade Corp., Boise, Idaho,
Compact and Attractive. Made of
new clothes drier for his wife, who
who once flunked the Civil Service
Aluminum. Over 1,000,000 in use.
is expecting their first child. Tad
exam
to
be
a
mailman,
and
Noah
Complete Price $4950 Including Cards
lock, with the company three years,
Wilbert Tadlock, Jr., a 23-year-old
24-Page BOOKLET No. B-2
received
a $150-a-month increase
co-worker with
said such
Mailed Without Obligation
and plans to trade in his old Honda
a conversion system could be de
Write Today for Your Copy
motorcycle for a newer, bigger
veloped, according to The Wall
GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
925 Danville Road • Yanceyville, N.C.
model.
Street Journal.
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One-fifth of Top Jobs
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Go to Outsiders,

Survey Finds
Nearly one out of five top man
agement promotions went to a cor
porate newcomer during 1967, ac
cording to a recent study of execu
tive promotions.
The study, conducted by R. M.
Schmitz & Company,
coopera
tion with Dr. W. A. Owens of Pur
University, is based on re
sponses to questionnaires received
from 365 executives whose promo
tions to president, executive vice
president, and vice president were
announced during the third and
fourth quarters of 1966.
Although 45.6 per cent of the
executives promoted to top posts
have been with their organizations
for more than 15 years, the study
found that 30.7 per cent have been
with their firms five years or less
per cent have been with
their present employers for less
than a year.
Other findings revealed in the
study include the following:
• The median annual salary for
presidents and executive vice presi
dents ranges from $40,000 to $60,000, and from $30,000 to $40,000
for vice presidents.
• The average age of executives
in all three categories is nearly the
same—48 years for presidents,
for executive vice presidents,
and 47 years for vice presidents.
• Of the wide range of indus
tries represented in the study, those
accounting for the most promo
tions, in order, were food, fab
ricated metals, chemicals, and
public utilities. These industries
showed no significant difference in
compensation patterns except
utilities, which ran under the aver
age compensation of the others.
Among the executives promoted
during the last half of 1966, 79.4
per cent hold some degree, 15
per cent attended college but never
graduated, and only a little
than 5 per cent have high school
education or less.
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Production of Industrial Robots Expected to
Rise Sharply by Mid-1968, Manufacturer Says
Unimate industrial robots—ma
chines that can perform simple,
repetitive industrial operations—
will be built in England under li
cense from the United States pro
ducer, Unimation Inc., of Danbury,
Connecticut.
The Unimate robot is a manipu
lator containing “muscle, memory,
and control system” integrated into
a
package. It is designed to
handle most repetitive put-andtake operations or to work in un
pleasant or dangerous situations.
Basically, the Unimate Mark II
robot can pick up any article
weighing up to
pounds and
position it anywhere else within a
350-foot working
Placement
is said to be accurate within .05
inches.

Also controls other machinery
The robot can also control the
operation of other machines.

The Unimate has an arm that
can reach from 3½ feet to 7½ feet
and rotate through 220 degrees. At
full
it can rise from four
inches above floor level to a height
of 94 inches. A “wrist” at the end
of the arm can bend 110 degrees to
either side of center. A “hand” at
tached to the wrist has two clamp
ing fingers that will rotate 180 de
grees.
According to the manufacturer,
motions possible to the Mark II can
duplicate most
the human mo
tions performed in grasping and
transporting articles from one loca
tion to another.
The United States manufacturer,
which has been producing robots
at the rate of four a
says it
is anticipated production will rise
to 20 a month by mid-1968.
The English licensee, Guest,
Keen & Nettlefolds, Ltd., will pro
duce the machines for the British
and European market.

7
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Two-armed Unimate industrial robot in American automobile plant controls
three metal stamping presses producing automotive brackets. Man at right
places flat metal stamping into stamping press at right. When first forming op
eration is completed, robot's two arms move work in process to other presses.
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NCR
Computer

With Overseas

Cash Register
A cash register in London, Eng
“talked’’ with a computer in
Hawthorne, California, for the first
time in a recent experiment con
ducted for British businessmen by
the National Cash Register Com
pany.


land,

Experiment marked 'first’

A central B8500 computer, a portion of which is shown here, will serve as a
common link for nearly 2,500 branches of Barclays Bank Ltd., London. The
manufacturer will also supply the terminal computers for branch banks, so
that the single order ranks as the largest ever placed by a private company.

Barclays Bank Ltd. Purchases Giant Burroughs
Computer Complex to Serve Most of 2,500 Branches
Barclays Bank Ltd., Great Brit
ain, the largest bank in the world
outside the United States, has pur
chased a $32 million Burroughs
B8500 electronic information proc
Kingdom
essing system for what
will be one
of the largest on line-real time
banking systems in use anywhere.
Special TC-500 terminal com
puters, located at most of Barclays’
2,500 branches throughout the
United
will be connected
by telephone lines to the B8500
central system at the bank’s head
quarters
London.
The system will process all as
pects of the bank’s operations, in
cluding instantaneous inquiry and
immediate updating of customer
files. Burroughs President Ray W.
Macdonald is quoted as saying
that “it will also operate as a ser
vice center to handle the account
ing needs of Barclays’ commercial
customers.”
An operator querying the central
computer from
of the bank’s

branches in the United
will have a response within two
one half
maximum,
regardless of
far the branch
is from London. The system is
capable of handling up to one mil
lion transactions per hour.
An important feature of the
computer is that it will be able to
compensate for
possible com
ponent failures within the system
by immediately identifying a mal
function and re-arranging the work
flow to maintain its processing
operations.
The system will include data dis
play units and a high-speed, ran
dom access disk file with four bil
lion characters of memory
an
average access time of 30 milli
seconds.
The central B8500 will be in
stalled at Barclays early in 1969
the complete on line-real time
system will be operational
1970,
prior to decimalization of the
currency in Britain.

8
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The experiment, which was made
to demonstrate new computer tech
niques for the control of business
transactions
anywhere in the
world, “marks the first time a
sales register has been used as the
input and output station for transAtlantic satellite communications,”
said Robert G. Chollar, NCR vice
president in charge of worldwide
research, development,
manu
facturing operations.
In the demonstration,
originated by the sales register in
London were answered “verbally”
by the computer.
A typical retail transaction was
keyed into the register, each por
tion
which was
by an
NCR 315 computer in California.
The California computer then gave
the London sales register operator
instruction on what information to
enter
and the operator then
used the register to make an in
quiry of the computer system.
Signals between the computer
sales register were relayed via
Early Bird satellite, some 22,000
miles above the mid-Atlantic, using
ground stations at Andover, Maine,
and Goonhilly Downs, England.

Time in milliseconds
The time required for each com
munication to California was
around 300 milliseconds (thous
andths of a second), and even less
time was required by the computer
in California to search its files and
come up with
answer.
The computer responded to an
Management Services

10

inquiry about the location
of a Services,
also beVol.
installed
byMay-June
Overseas1967
Tele
: Management
4, No. 3,
[wholeshows
issue] that a large number of firms
are looking to improved
com
merchandise item by constructing
communications
in
words, which were relayed back
Australia.
pletely new products to keep them
and heard over a sound system.
The new message-switching sys
in the forefront of the competitive
According to Chollar, although
tem, which will operate from OTC’s
race.

Overseas Telecommunications Ter
voice response systems are
not
new, most of those used today de
minal at Paddington, a suburb of
New products vital
pend on "canned” messages that
Sydney, will expedite the transmis
The importance of new products
have been prerecorded
mag
sion and distribution of interna
is
spotlighted by two of the sur
netic tape. The experimental NCR
tional telegrams.
vey’s findings: (1) 20 per cent of
system, however, used the 315 com
Under the new system, a message
puter’s regular CRAM (Card Ran
received by
operator for trans
the average company’s sales come
from products introduced over the
Access Memory) storage units
mission will appear on a
past five years; (2)
out of
in which word segments are stored
screen as he types it, allowing the
as digital values. To form a mes
operator to immediately detect and
ten companies believe that they
sage, the computer selects the ap
correct errors. The computer auto
will be even more dependent on
new products five years from now
propriate word segments from the
matically locates the destination,
random memory.
finds a vacant channel, and trans
than they are today.
A system similar to the one dem
According to the report, the new
the message. After the mes
onstrated, Chollar
could be
products race is being spurred on
sage is completed, its contents are
by the need to match competitors’
used to find inventory level or the
stored in the computer’s memory.
location of an item in inventory. It
new products, to keep up with
new developments in technology,
could also help the computer as
Transmission time advantage
sume error checking and decision
and to stay one jump ahead of
changing customer preferences and
making routines in a sales transac
One big advantage of the new
system is the speedup in transmis
tion, thus leaving the salesman free
requirements.
sion time of telegraphic traffic
Nonmanufacturers as well as
to concentrate on customer
manufacturers are involved in the
sent across the Pacific for routing
through Australia to Southeast Asia.
rising competition, the report
found. A number of executives in
This routing time will be reduced
Japanese, Australians
banking, insurance, and transpor
to a few minutes.
tation firms hold that one of their
Another advantage is that by
Both Install Major
biggest challenges in the future
automatically ensuring that
traf
is
transmitted
accordance
will be to develop new products
Computer Systems
with priority rating and time of re
in the way of new services.
ceipt,
the
eliminates
the
Kinki Nippon Railway Company,
need for manual checking lists.
Ltd., Japan’s largest private rail
Substitutes seen as threat
The OTC system, which will be
road, has launched a real time
come fully operational in late 1967,
Many of the executives surveyed
computer operation with two Unipredict
that much of the competi
is
the
second
Univac
418
computer
vac 418 systems.
installation
in
Australia,
the
first
tion
will
spring from new sources
Initially the computers, valued
and
in
new forms. Companies
being
located
at
NASA
’
s
Canberra
at around $1.4 million, are being
listed
the
biggest threats to their
Space Communications Centre.
for
automatic seat reser
growth as coming from substitute
vation system for express trains
materials and services, private
and tourist buses and for auto
label goods, and the effects of
matic processing of sales statistics.
New Products Seen
increased industrial concentration
Under batch processing pro
and foreign
cedures, the systems are handling
As Key to Increasing
The
also found that the
payroll computation, statistics con
main problems facing marketing
cerning the usage of railway tick
Competitive Struggle
over the next five years will be
ets, and general accounting tasks
filling sales and marketing posts
handled for two department stores
Competition is going to grow in
and upgrading the quality of sales
by the railroad.
creasingly severe over the next five
and marketing personnel, improv
Around 52 teletype communica
years, according to a recent Na
ing direction and control over
tions terminals are located in major
tional Industrial Conference Board
marketing operations,
making
railroad stations and travel agencies
report.
more effective use of the computer
to speed the flow of data to the
Based on a survey of 298 top
in marketing and marketing plan
company’s main office in Osaka.
marketing executives from a cross
Two Univac 418
will
section of industry, the report
ning.
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NUMBER OF COMPUTERS INSTALLED

Source: ADP Newaletter, The Diebold Group, Inc.

Continuing growth of computer installations in Europe is graphically drama

tized in recent

Newsletter, published by

Diebold Group, Inc.

Germany leads all Western European nations in number of installa
tions, with France and

United Kingdom now tied for second place.

Smaller Companies Feel They Have Major Advantages Over
Larger Competitors in Several Key Areas, Survey Reveals
In
another survey, NICB
finds that smaller companies, far
from being fearful
competing
with larger companies, believe that
they hold certain competitive ad

vantages over
The recently released survey
covers 173 top executives of small
and medium-sized firms, practi
cally all of them with less than
2,000 employees.
Rather than finding
clear
cut conflicting interests between
large and small firms, the survey
reveals an intricate interweaving
of interests, producing benefits as
well as drawbacks for the smaller
firm.
The smaller firms cited their
major advantages as including
greater intimacy with customers
10

and markets; flexibility in produc
tion, marketing, and service; and
freedom to specialize.

Large firm advantages
The major advantages attributed
to larger firms included
ex
tensive product lines, greater man
power, and superior financial re
sources which can stimulate new
product development and promo
tion and soften the consequences
of faulty decision making.
Although
than 75 per cent
of the firms surveyed compete di
rectly with major corporations,
most of the smaller firms regard
the large companies as customers
and suppliers as well as competi
tors.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol4/iss3/10

More than 75 per cent of the
companies surveyed make a sig
nificant proportion of their sales
to major corporations. The most
frequently cited advantages
selling to large customers: Large
firms usually buy in large quanti
ties, tend to show loyalty to their
suppliers, present few credit prob
lems, and maintain high standards
which benefit the smaller sup
pliers’ entire product line.
The smaller firms’ major com
plaint
dealing with big firms is
customer concentration. The loss
or even the possibility of curtail
ment of business poses a serious
threat to the smaller firm. This
threat can be used by a larger
company to force a lower price.
As well as selling to large firms,

Management Services
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: Management
4, No. 3,however,
May-June 1967
[wholepanies
issue] (more than $500,000 net
nearly 90 per cent of the
smaller Services,
Tenth Vol.
Circuit,
while
companies surveyed buy a signi
agreeing that, if action needed to
worth) are more apt to want pro
ficant proportion of their materials
transfer funds from the employee’s
tection of the gains they have al
from them. The main advantages
account to a bank of his own choice
ready achieved.
cited by respondents are reliability
were “unreasonable,” there would
These are among the main con
be restraint of trade, found that no
of delivery, consistency of product
clusions of a survey of the
such unreasonable difficulties ex
quality, and valuable technical
so many companies are
en
isted.
assistance. The main disadvantage
gaged in mergers and acquisitions,
The two complainant banks did
is the inflexibility of larger firms
conducted by Thomas Thompson
show, however, that the
defendant,
in regard to making minor product
common

Associates, Buffalo, New York.
the Commercial Security Bank, de
into
ans or adjusting policies
and
more
of
Selling companies, not surpris
rived the following benefits from

special marketing problems.
ingly, are most interested in the
employ
the arrangement:
tems
The smaller companies agree
growth potential of the companies
1. Its portion of the market for
that the larger firms have a sub 
to which they sell; second in im
employees’ checking accounts was
stantial effect on the overall busi
portance to the smaller companies
to some degree insulated against
ness environment, but they differ
is the management strength of the
competition;
in opinion as to whether this in
acquiring
To the larger
2. Its share of that market did
fluence is good or bad for smaller
companies, the earnings record of
fact increase;
firms. Many smaller firms believe
the buyer is more important.
3. Employee accounts created
that it is not to their advantage
According to Thompson Associ
by employer action supplied it with
that in the labor relations area, for
ates, most selling companies, al
a daily average balance of
example, the larger firms are the
though reluctant to admit it, feel
than $75,000, and payroll accounts
they need in-depth management
pace-setters in union negotiations
gave
average monthly balance
—setting pay scales and fringe
strength and look to the buyer for
in demand deposits of more than
strong management guidance.
benefits. As for the recruiting
$350,000;
the other hand, most selling com
college graduates, most small firms
4. It was given a preferred posi
panies, except for those in serious
say the larger firms are ahead be
tion for selling other banking serv
financial straits, do not particularly
cause of their size, resources, and
ices to the employees;
want to be part of an extremely
superior training programs, while
5. All new employees of em
large
They fear loss of
a few small firms feel they can
ployers using the service were re
identity and are afraid their own
offer new graduates a better prom
quired to open accounts with the
management might be completely
ise of rapid advancement
a
defendant at the time of employ
lost in a giant industrial complex.
better chance of having their ef
ment.
The
most desirable prospects as ac
forts readily recognized.
These payroll accounting sys
quiring companies are those with
are becoming quite
a sales range of $10,000,000 to
with banks across the country.
$20,000,000.
Supreme Court Refuses to
Under most of them the bank as
A strong preference was found
sumes all payroll recordkeeping
for payment in cash
stock of
Review Rank Accounting
functions for the employer and fur
the acquiring company rather than
nishes all necessary records to the
in stock or cash only.
Decision by Lower Court
employer without charge in return
As for buying companies, almost
for having a “captive” group of
all
them were most interested
The U.S. Supreme Court has re
employees’ demand deposits. The

in more
rapid growth as a reason
fused review of a lower court’s de
now
reasons
On
  for acquisitions. The next most im
andwithdraw
ees company.
are free to
of company.
cision that there is nothing illegal
their
mergers
entire account each payday
in a bank’s providing payroll ac
portant reason cited was a need to
and deposit it in another bank,
counting services for a depositor’s
either complete the product line
however.
employees.
or broaden the product base.
The suit, brought by two Utah
Although larger companies seemed
banks against a third, had charged
to prefer to acquire larger com
that payroll schemes in which em
panies, as smaller companies did
Selling Companies Seek
ployees were paid through trans
smaller ones, many large acquiring
fer of funds from the corporate ac
companies were willing to buy
Future Growth in Mergers
count to individual demand de
even very small concerns if they
posit accounts for employees ef
Small companies ($100,000 to
could be readily absorbed into an
fected a boycott and tying arrange
$500,000 net worth) selling to
existing division. Buyers preferred
ment in violation of the Sherman
larger concerns in acquisitions or
to pay cash in buying rather than
Act.
do so most often to ensure
use their own stock, exactly the re
The Court of Appeals for the
future growth, while larger com
verse of the sellers’ attitude.
May-June, 1967
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THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER AS A PUBLIC SERVICE.

Help
conquer
cancer in
25 words
or less.
With one sentence in his will, your client can help
tremendously in the fight to conquer cancer. Today,
cancer victimizes one out of four Americans. Over
the years, it strikes in two out of three American
families. It kills two out of three of its victims.

But, year by year, medical science and research ad
vance toward the day when this dread disease will
no longer threaten the lives of millions.
client can help bring this day closer by includ
in

his will:
“I give to the American Cancer Society, Inc. (or its
Division)* the sum of
dollars,
to be used for the general purposes of the Society.”
Today, this legacy will be a gift of hope. Tomorrow,
it could be a gift of life.
What legacy could be more precious?
For more information on how a
will help fight
cancer, write to your nearest ACS Unit.

ing these few words

American Cancer Society
* Persons wishing to name a Division of the Society should insert correct corporate title and address of the Division. To name the
National Society, a donor inserts: “American Cancer Society, Inc., 219 East 42nd Street, New York,
10017.”
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Discounted cash flow analysis as the basis for man
agement decisions has one serious
as currently
practiced, according to this article. It does not ac
count for the all-important ‘second dimension’—the
effect of varying levels of activity on the consequences
of each decision.

A NEW DIMENSION
FOR CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
by Lloyd D. Doney
Marquette University

years business man
agers, managerial accountants,
industrial engineers have
increasing attention to the analysis
of cash flows as a basis for manage
ment decisions that
and involve select
ing a best course of action from
two or more available alternatives.
Cash flow analysis essentially con
sists of comparison of the projected
cash inflows and/or the cash out
flows associated with each of the
available alternatives. In elemen
tary versions of cash flow analysis,
interest cost is disregarded
de
n recent

I

decisions. In the typical cash flow
analysis the projected level of op
erations is held at some constant
amount. This single amount, taken
as the level of future operations,
not only assumes a crucial role in
the determination of the projected
cash flows to be associated with
each of the alternatives but also
imposes
unrealistic and severe
limitation upon the eventual out
come of the analysis.
In the usual cash flow or dis
counted cash flow analysis a single
estimate of the future level of op
13
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termining the inflows
outflows.
More sophisticated—and more ap
propriate-cash flow analyses take
an interest cost into consideration
through adjustment of the pro
jected cash inflows and/or the
cash outflows by an appropriate in
terest discount factor.1
Whether the cash flow analysis
is of the elementary or of the more
sophisticated variety, however, the
usual cash flow analysis may be
regarded as having a single dimen
sion, which severely limits its use
fulness as a guide to management

given

15

erations is Management
introduced into
the de

of theSystems,
uncertainty;
and Vol.
environment.
also10introduces a
Services:
A Magazine
of Planning,
and Controls,
4 [1967], No. It
3, Art.
cision analysis as a basis
deter
(3) where possible, revising prob
more realistic way of including the
mining the relevant projected cash
abilities in accordance with the re
projected level of operations
the
flows for each of the alternatives.
sults of a sample. This paper is
decision process and gives further
It is a prerequisite of the usual
limited to the illustration of items
insight into those factors whose in
cash flow analysis that the pro
1 and 2 since the opportunity to
terrelationships are crucial in the
jected level of operations be firmly
sample is not available in the deci
decision situation at hand.
fixed before the determination
sion situation under consideration.
the cash flows can be undertaken.
This additional decision dimen
Illustrative decision problem
This requirement enables the de
sion is appropriate in most decision
cision maker to give his full atten
deliberations because of the un
To provide
example of a de
tion to the differences in the cash
certainty that typically surrounds
cision situation
which the es
flows for each of the alternatives,
sentials of what has been outlined
the estimation of future activity
removed from the complications
above may be examined with pre
for the firm. The added
cision, the following set of circum
that
from possible variation
dimension
by the Bayesian
the level of activity.
stances is given as illustrative of a
extension of the decision delibera
However, a new analytical tool,
variety of decision situations where
tions overcomes the requirement of
Bayesian analysis, can be incor
the methods described herein are
the one-dimensional analysis that
porated into the decision analysis
appropriate:
some single level of activity be set
to bring to the decision maker’s de
for purposes of further analysis.
The Major Corporation mass
liberations a second dimension in
This extension also serves to give
produces a certain product using a
the form of a distribution, or
added insight into the variables
specialized machine. At present the
spread, of projected activity levels.
that are crucial in the decision
production manager is confronted
In essence, Bayesian analysis re
process.
with a need to replace one of these
fers to a set of techniques that
specialized machines, which is no
It is the purpose
this article
enables a decision maker to cope
longer capable of meeting produc
to examine approaches to deci
systematically with uncertainty in
sions, using initially what
be
tion requirements. After certain
business decisions. Included are
preliminary investigations, the man
regarded as a one-dimensional cash
(1) attaching weights or probabil
ager is faced with a choice between
flow analysis and then employing a
Machine A and Machine B, either
ities to a set of possible but uncer
Bayesian extension of the initial
in (2) synthesizing these
of which will afford the
op
tain events;
analysis to examine the same set of
erating characteristics and capabili
weights or probabilities with rele
decision circumstances. This exten
ties.2
vant cash flows to yield a single
sion enables the decision maker to
figure which serves as a measure of
provide for the uncertainty that is
Each of the machines has an es
the consequences of a
action
typically present in the decision
timated life of five
but Ma

Bayesian analysis, fed into the decision analysis, brings a second dimen
sion in the form of a distribution or spread of projected activity levels.
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chine A has a substantially
lower
: Management
Services,
No. 3, May-June
1967
Even when the interest cost is
initial cost of $4,000, compared to
taken into consideration, the deci
Machine B's initial cost of $10,000.
sion analysis is still in favor
Ma
However, an analysis of the oper
chine B; the discounted cash flows
ating costs associated with each
associated with Machine B exceed
the machines reveals that the oper
ating cost per unit of product pro
the discounted cash flows associ
ated with Machine A by $4,530.
duced using Machine A is $1.00,
The
analysis, which in
whereas the per unit operating
cludes the impact of a desired
cost of Machine B is $.50. The
product produced by the special
of interest, is more appropriate
than the
one in
cases.
ized machine sells for $2.00 per
Both, however, have one serious
unit, and there is no anticipated
deficiency, the fact that the entire
change in the selling price. Cur
analysis is based upon an estimate
rent estimates of demand require
In essence, Bayesian analysis
that 25,000 units must be produced
ments indicate that 5,000 units will
refers to a set of techniques
over the next five
order to
have to be produced during each
meet a demand for 25,000 units.
of the next five years.3
that enables a decision
This one-dimensional estimation of
For convenience in reference, the
future events is the most serious
relevant amounts associated with
maker to cope systematically
shortcoming of most methods of
each of the alternatives are sum
with uncertainty in business
cash flow analysis. It is an as
marized
Exhibit 1 on page 17.
pect of the decision process that
situations. Included are
can be more realistically treated
One-dimensional analysis
through Bayesian
(1) attaching weights or
In what has been the typical or
To illustrate, use discounted cash
the traditional approach to a deci
flow procedures identical to those
probabilities to a set of
presented
the second analysis,
sion problem of
kind, the ex
possible but uncertain
amination of the relevant cash
but reduce the number of units to
be produced over the next five
flows as they relate to the replace
events; (2) synthesizing
years to 10,000. This analysis,
ment decision may be presented as
shown in Exhibit 4 on page 17, in
these weights or probabili
shown in Exhibit 2 on page 17.
dicates that under these circum
This analysis is of the
sim
ties with relevant cash flows
stances a decision to purchase Ma
plified variety; there is no recog
chine A rather than Machine
nition given to interest cost in the
to yield a single figure which
would be the
appropriate de
determination of the cash flows. Its
cision.
outcome suggests that the manager
serves as a measure of the
It is apparent that the level
should acquire Machine B since
consequences of a given
activity, which is typically held at
the net cash flows expected from
some constant amount in the tradi
Machine B would exceed those
action; and (3) where
tional analysis of decisions of this

Machine A by $6,500.
removed
A
sophisticated,
a more
, is a crucial
decisions.
item in the deci
possible, revising prob

appropriate, one-dimensional anal
sion process. At the same time, it is
abilities in accordance with
ysis, giving appropriate considera
reasonable to expect that, since the
tion to a desired or predetermined
determination of the level of ac
the results of a sample.
rate of interest by means of cash
tivity involves the setting of a
flow discounting, would be detailed
single certain amount, the eventual
results can seldom be expected to
coincide exactly with the projec
LLOYD
DONEY is as
tion.
sociate professor of in
In most instances the eventual
dustrial management at
Marquette University in
results would probably not be so
Milwaukee.
He
is
a
far
from the projection as
member of the National
the 15,000-unit error indicated in
Association of Account
ants, the American Ac
the example just presented. In many
counting Association, and
cases, however, errors of substan
the American Statistical
Society. Dr. Doney holds M.B.A. and Ph.D.
tially lesser magnitude may lead to
degrees from Louisiana State University. He
erroneous
The outcomes
has contributed articles to The Accounting
are dependent not only upon the
Review.
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Analysis of this sort may be accomplished for any possible level of activity .. .
relevant cash flows associated with
each of the alternatives but also
upon the level of activity assumed
in the calculation of these cash
flows.

Two-dimensional analysis
While the uncertainty surround
ing the future may never be en
tirely overcome, the Bayesian ex
tension of the one-dimensional ap
proach does enable the decision
maker to give appropriate atten
tion to the likelihood of variation
from his estimate of the activity
amount incorporated into the anal
ysis. The Bayesian extension of the
one-dimensional analysis using dis
counted cash flows will now be ex
amined, using the same decision
circumstances previously examined.
An initial requirement of the ex
tended analysis is that the decision
of
 pos
maker frame his view of the
sible
of activity in terms of
a. distribution, or spread. In the
problem at hand, the manager may,
for example, feel that there is a
possibility that the number of units
required may be 10,000, 15,000, or
25,000 units.4 Having come to this
conclusion, the manager would,
next, have to attach weights to
each
these possibilities in ac
cordance with his personal judg

ment regarding the probability
occurrence of each level.5
Accordingly, the decision maker
may feel a requirement for 15,000
units is the most probable and that
a requirement for either 10,000 or
25,000 units, while each is less
probable than for 15,000 units, is
equally likely. These feelings and
attitudes, based in part upon anal
yses of the past and in part upon
the manager’s best appraisal of
what lies in the future, may then
be represented in terms of possi
bilities
weights as follows:
Requirements (units)

Weights

10,000

.2

15,000

.6

25,000

.2

This additional information,
the form of a distribution or spread
of possible activity levels, may now
be combined with the usual dis
counted cash flow analysis to pro
vide
extension of the decision
process that accords appropriate
attention to the uncertainty sur
rounding the estimate of the ac
tivity level and yields additional
insight into those factors upon
which the results eventually rea
lized are dependent.
The discounted cash flows asso
ciated with activity levels of 10,000
units and 25,000 units have already

been presented. A similar calcula
tion may be made for the 15,000unit level of activity, resulting in a
series of one-dimensional views of
the results at each of the possible
levels, shown in Exhibit 5 on page
18.
Based on
tabulation,
are
able to
that if the requirement
is for 10,000 units, it would be ap
propriate to select Machine A; if
the requirement is for either 15,000
o 25,000, the appropriate decision
would be to select Machine
Analysis of
sort
be ac
complished for
possible level
of activity to make the decision
maker aware of the changing cir
cumstances of the decision at the
various levels of activity.
This technique is analogous to
that used
the breakeven chart,
wherein the profit or loss circum
stances may be examined for a
wide range of activities. Like
breakeven analysis, this analysis
demonstrates to the manager that
the results are a function of the
level of activity
that varying
of activity yield varying re
lated results. In breakeven analysis,
the tool is of little use in making
immediate decision unless the
manager is willing
able to
specify whether the level of oper
ations is likely to be at a point that

The manager may feel, for example, there is a possibility the number of units of
output required may be any one of three different figures. He would then have to
attach weights to each of these possibilities in accordance with his best judgment.
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... to make the decision maker aware of the changing circumstances of the decision.
is below, at, or above the break
even point. It remains to illustrate
how the possibility of occurrence
of each of the three levels of ac
tivity specified in
example
be blended with the weights at
tached to each occurrence by the
manager to yield a single, compre
hensive result, giving appropriate
attention to the uncertainty that
surrounds
the forecast of the level
i
of activity.
Given the summarization of the
cash flows and the weights indi
cated for each of the probable re
quirement levels indicated earlier,
the two may now be combined in
the decision matrix shown
Ex
hibit 6 on page 18.
The final step in the analysis is
to compute a weighted average
(which we may refer to as the ex
pected net discounted cash flow)
by multiplying the discounted cash
flows for each of the alternatives
by the respective weights associ
ated with the possible levels of ac
tivity
then to sum the prod
ucts.
These calculations result in the
conclusions shown in Exhibit 7 on
page 18.
The above calculations, taking
into consideration the possible vari
ation in requirements
to the
uncertainty surrounding demand
for the product, would indicate a
decision in favor of Machine B
since the expected net discounted
cash flow associated with Machine
B exceeds that of Machine A by
$739.20.

Conclusion
This article has illustrated both
a one-dimensional analysis, which
fixes the level of some activity fac
tor for
of the analysis,
and
extended two-dimensional
analysis, which allows the activity
factor to vary in the face of un
certainty accordance with the de
cision maker’s best appraisal of the
circumstances of the uncertainty.
May-June, 1967
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COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS

Estimated Life

Machine A

Machine B

5 years
$10,000
$.50 per unit

Inital Cost

5 years
$4,000

Operating Costs

$1.00 per unit

Selling Price

$2.00 per unit

Estimated Requirements

5,000 units per year for each of

the next five years.

EXHIBIT I

TRADITIONAL CASH FLOW ANALYSIS

Machine A

Machine B

$50,000

$50,000

Cash Inflows:
Revenues (5 X 5,000 X $2.00)
Cash Outflows:

Initial Cost

( 10,000)

4,000)

Operating Costs:
(5 X 5,000 X $1.00)

( 25,000)

(5 X 5,000 X $ .50)

( 12,500)

$27,500

$21,000

Net Cash Flow

EXHIBIT 2

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW ANALYSIS
Machine A

Machine B

$42,120

$42,120

Discounted Cash Inflows:

Revenues (5,000 X $2.00 X 4.212)*
Discounted Cash Outflows:

Initial Cost

(

Operating Costs:
(5,000 X $1.00 X 4.212)

( 21,060)

4,000)

(5,000 X $ .50 X 4.212)

Net Discounted Cash

( 10,000)

( 10,530)

Flows

$17,060

$21,590

* 4.212 is the factor for the present value
of an ordinary annuity at 6 per cent for
5 periods.
EXHIBIT 3

LOWER ACTIVITY LEVEL

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW ANALYSIS AT A

Machine A

Machine B

$16,848

$16,848

Discounted Cash Inflows:
Revenues (2,000 X $2.00 X 4.212)
Discounted Cash Outflows:

Initial Cost

(

Operating Costs:
(2,000 X $1.00 X 4.212)

4,000)

( 10,000)

8,424)

(2,000 X $ .50 X 4.212)

(

Net Discounted Cash Flows

$ 4,424

4,212)

$ 2,636

EXHIBIT 4
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CASHand
FLOW
AT THREE
ACTIVITY
LEVELS
Activity Level (Units)

Net Discounted Cash Flows

Machine A

Machine B

10,000

$ 4,424

$ 2,636

15,000
25,000

8,636

8,954
21,590

17,060

EXHIBIT 5

DECISION MATRIX

Activity Level

Weight

Machine A

Machine B

$ 2,636

10,000

.2

$ 4,424

15,000

.6

8,636

8,954

25,000

.2

17,060

21,590

EXHIBIT 6

In the sense that it provides
a realistic method of

dealing with uncertainties

surrounding every
BAYESIAN CASH FLOW ANALYSIS

projection, the Bayesian

Machine A

extension may be considered

to have added a new

(.2 X $ 4,424)

$

(.6 X $ 8,636)

$5,181.60

(.2 X $17,060)

$3,412.00

Machine B

884.80

dimension to decision

(.2 X $ 2,636)

$

(.6 X $ 8,954)

making.

(.2 X $21,590)

$ 5,372.40
$ 4,318.00
$9/478.40

527.20

$10,217.60

EXHIBIT

While the illustrative decision
problem is, to a large extent, over
has it does

fied
unrealistic,
this
reveal the essentials of the decision
process under traditional cash flow
analysis and the extension of this
analysis through Bayesian proce
dures. Many complications have
been purposely avoided because
they would tend only to make the
determination of the appropriate
cash flows to be ascribed to each
of the alternatives more difficult.
Similarly, the number of possible
levels of activity has been pur
posely restricted to avoid needless
18
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complication of the presentation.
kind.
and
In no sense, however,
the basic
 avoided
approach to the decision
essentials. The approach to deci
sion outlined here is capable of
accommodating any complication
that has been dealt with in the
usual approaches to decisions of

The major advantage of the Bay
esian extension of the one-dimen
sional approach to decisions is its
ability to incorporate into the de
cision making a realistic method of
coping with the uncertainty that
surrounds every projection of a fuManagement Services
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ture level of activity. In this sense,
: Management Services, Vol. 4, No. 3, May-June 1967 [whole issue]
the Bayesian extension may be con
sidered to have added a new
dimension to the decision making
process.
The Bayesian extension seems to
have inherent advantages over the
one-dimensional approach wherein
the level of activity is held con
stant. The probability that its
popularity will grow is supported
by the great interest that man
agerial accountants and managers
have shown in breakeven analysis,
which is especially useful in dis
playing the vital role of the level
of activity in decisions of the kind
illustrated.
The Bayesian extension, how
while incorporating the ap
peal of breakeven charts in the
enumeration of the net discounted
cash flows over a range of activity,
the analysis a step further.
The extension enables the manager
The Bayesian extension enables the manager to synthesize
revenues
to synthesize the revenues and
and costs at various levels of activity into a single decision figure.
costs at various levels of activity,
as displayed on the breakeven
chart, into a single decision figure
cash flow analysis, whether purely
his breakeven chart. Managers,
that
into account the uncer
cash flow or discounted cash flow;
managerial accountants, industrial
tainty surrounding the level of fu
(2) adds the factor of activity
engineers, and
others who are
ture operations.
levels, which is the heart of break
involved in the vital function of
In summary, the Bayesian exten
decision making in business should
analysis; and (3) guides the
decision
maker
to
the
best
decision
sion of decision making, which
give some of their attention to the
without causing him to abandon
developing tool of Bayesian anal
adds a new dimension to decisions,
ysis.
(1) preserves all of the appeal of
but one of the activity
on

1 The methodology of cash flow analysis
is well documented in the literature of
accounting. A comprehensive treatment
of discounted cash flow analysis may be
found in Principles of Engineering Econ
omy by Eugene L. Grant and W. Grant
Ireson, Fourth Edition, Ronald Press
Company, New York, 1960. The use of
discounted cash flow procedures in the
computation of payback period is demon
strated in “The Discounted Payback Pe
riod” by Alfred Rappaport, Management
Services, July-August, 1965, pp. 30-36.
2 In all instances, the decision analysis
under consideration may be easily ex
tended to include each of the alterna
tives that is feasible under the circum
stances. An extension of this kind merely
requires additional cash flow analysis for
each of the additional alternatives. The
basic concept, however, is best illus
trated in the simple two-alternative in
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stance, and such an example is used in
this article.
3 In order to emphasize the uncertainty
element in the approach to decisions,
this problem is
up to avoid unneces
sary complications in the determination
of the discounted cash flows. Such com
plications as unequal lives, salvage values,
cost of maintenance, and the impact of
income taxes would all necessitate a
greater effort in the determination of the
relevant cash flows. Appropriate treat
ment of these and other refinements may
be found in Principles of Engineering
Economy, previously cited. Inclusion of
these factors in the
the determination of the
cash flows associated with each of the
alternatives would not alter the general
approach to decisions under uncertainty,
which is the primary objective of this
investigation.
4 Again, there is a purposeful limitation

of the number of possibilities considered
in order that prime attention may be
given to the decision technique, uncom
plicated by bulk of possibilities. Realis
tically, there may be many possible levels
of activity covering a wide range. The
inclusion of many items, however, would
serve only to expand the computations
without furthering the development of
the essentials of the decision process.
5 At this point and in much of what fol
lows only the essentials of the Bayesian
approach are indicated. For a compre
discussion of the structuring of
a problem in the Bayesian format, see
Probability and
for Business
Decisions by Robert Schlaifer, McGrawHill Book Company, Inc., New York,
1959, or Introduction to Statistics for
Business Decisions by Robert Schlaifer,
McGraw-Hill Book
Inc., New
York, 1961.
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SEVEN GENERAL GUIDING

PRINCIPLES OF DATA PROCESSING
by Richard A. Kaiman

State University of Iowa

In designing a new system,

in re-evaluating
an existing one,
every analyst should keep

these rules in mind.

they are distilled as a basic refer
have been written on
to design information
ence tool.
beginning the design
systems. All of it, however, can be
an information system would do
boiled down to a few
prin
well to keep them in mind. Prac
ciples.
ticing systems
and data
The following guiding rules sum
processing administrators might al
up the basic concepts that every
so review them from time to time
data processing system should fol
to make sure that the system
low. A full-length article could be
conforms to these ground rules.
written about each of
Here
olumes

V

1. It is financially inappropriate to collect and proc
ess all the data that
organization might generate.

6. Data should be recorded in a manner that is ap
propriate to their eventual use.

2. An inadequate supply of essential data is likely to
lead to the failure of the organization.

7. Information should be collected, arranged, stored,
retrieved, and manipulated in
a way as to satisfy
the goals
objectives of the institution economi
cally and efficiently.

3. Data should be collected at each stage of the op
eration to enable the organization to optimize its
ability to attain its goals and objectives.
*

RICHARD A. KAIMANN is research associate at
the Iowa Educational Information Center of the

4. Data, once recorded, should not be re-recorded
at other stages in the information stream.

University of Iowa. In the past he was research

director and lecturer on computer technology at
Marquette University in Milwaukee. He also served

5. An item of information is meaningless until it is
related to another item or fact.

*R. N. Schmidt and W. E. Meyers, Electronic Business Data
Processing, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, New York, 1963,
p. 30.

how

as senior systems analyst at Allis-Chalmers Man

ufacturing

Company.

Mr.

Kaimann

is

the

co

author of two books on educational data proc

essing and has contributed many articles to
professional publications. He is a member of the

Association for Educational

Data Systems and the Association for

Computing Machinery. A graduate of Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti
tute, he is a candidate for his Ph.D. degree in management at the

University of Iowa.
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Electronic data processing offers many opportunities
to simplify audit and control procedures — but it
should not do so by making audit and control a part
of the bookkeeping and recording function, the very
function that auditing is supposed to check. Here’s
a system that works, designed for a Florida bank —

AN AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR
INTERNAL AUDIT AND CONTROL
by Gerald R. Broucek
Ring, Mahony

of articles published
tion of
proposal would negate
in recent years have advo
one of the most basic principles of
cated the use of electronic com good auditing, that the audit level
puters or other high-speed data
within
institution be
inde
processing equipment for automa
pendent and objective function op
tion
erating as a separate center for
this of certain of the internal audit
tests required for good control over
control over all other management
entries affecting income-producing
and operating
of the organi
assets. Under most of the
zation.
approaches, however, a portion of
Since auditing began, the audi
the audit testing formerly per
tor’s role in
organization has
formed by the internal audit staff
been that of an observer, a listener,
would be performed as a by-prod
an examiner or tester of accounts.
uct, so to speak, of the recording
Using various tools to complete his
or bookkeeping function.
assigned
efficiently, the audi
There is no question that com
tor has generally had responsibility
puters can be assigned audit tasks
for instituting and installing con
and complete them efficiently,
trol procedures and for performing
quickly, and accurately. Much
tests of the results of such con
more questionable, however, is the
trols at all institutional
where
suggestion that a good deal of the
funds were received or disbursed
audit control and testing
pro
or where entries in connection with
vided by an observer or outsider
such receipts or disbursements
be provided instead by one of the
were recorded.
participants in the receiving, dis
No change in the tools employed
bursing, and recording group, that
should be allowed to alter
is, by one of the group formerly
basic function. The tests applied at
subject to audit testing and control.
the audit or control level are only
It should be apparent that adop
a means to
end, not an end

A

number
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Arner

themselves. Any combination of
any other operating level with all
or a part of the audit testing should
not change the basic responsibility
of the audit and control group.
Electronic data processing is
here to stay. But there are better
ways of coping with this problem
than the combination of the audit
and bookkeeping responsibilities.

Better ways
Audit techniques cannot con
tinue to be applied on the same
basis and premises as in pre-com
puter days. Therefore, it is basic
that internal auditors should edu
cate themselves in the programing
and systems techniques involved
such installations.
There is nothing wrong with re
ducing the degree of audit testing
at various operating levels if
relaxation or reduction of testing
is based on a thorough knowledge
of other audit controls or restric
tions. The auditor can only relax
such controls safely, however, when
21

23

he understands the new control de
performed by an outside service
5. To provide a system that can
Management
A Magazine
of Planning,
Systems,
and Controls,
Vol.
4 [1967],
No. 3, Art. 10
vices completely
and canServices:
judge the
bureau.
The basic
concept,
how
handle
a completely
variable num
degree of added control. In ad
ever,
unchanged from pre
ber of entries, that is, one that can
dition — and more important — he
computer days: an independent
provide all of the controls desired
should be able to identify any po
verification of entries at the audit
regardless of the number of entries
tential new control weaknesses
level without regard for the meth
or
of the institution.
by the new system and
ods employed in the normal book
The
provides these con
devise tests to overcome these
keeping function of the bank. This
trols for the financial institutions:
weaknesses.
verification is performed by a
Once the audit staff has acquired
computer;
the concept re
Daily statements
a thorough knowledge of the com
mains the same whatever the book
puter, it can go still further. The
keeping methods
or the de
A daily statement of income on
machine can be
as a tool
gree of automation thereof.
the accrual
the cash basis,
within the internal audit depart
The computer
to perform the
with a comparison of the two meth
ment in the application of tests
audit tests and to establish controls
ods of reporting, provides the bank
carried out by audit staff person
on
entries is an RPC
with a valuable management report
nel. This approach is far from im
4000 computer with high-speed
as well as a tool for establishing
practical. Assuming a knowledge
paper tape readers
punches
both audit controls and budgetary
of the equipment
the part of the
required to handle large files of
controls within the financial report
audit staff, it can be accomplished
data. The equipment used by the
ing structure of the bank.
in a number of ways.
bank to process bookkeeping en
Daily income reported on the
The first and most obvious tech
tries, post detailed accounts, etc.,
accrual basis includes interest on
nique is to have members of the
consists of NCR Class 33 and 31
demand loans, interest on time
audit group devise test routines
accounting machines equipped with
discount earned on install
that are periodically applied on a
punched paper tape recorders.
ment loans, interest on investments,
surprise basis to the data files main
rents on safe deposit boxes, service
tained by the data processing
charges, and exchange and collec
System goals
group, using the same equipment
tion charges. The reporting of in
used by the data processing group.
The computer audit and control
terest earned on a daily basis on
Another possibility is the use of a
system has the following major
loans and investments gives the in
satellite computer system by the
stitution
accurate, immediately
goals:
audit group itself. This approach
1. To provide a
of es
up-to-date indication of income
is also practical, as
article will
tablishing accurate daily accrual
changes not ordinarily apparent
demonstrate; the satellite system re
amounts for daily reporting and
from
bank reports until a
quired does not need to be as pow
control purposes
later period. This type of reporting
erful as the main
from the
2. To provide for daily, weekly,
provides management with a bet
standpoint of processing time since
other periodic audit tests ap
ter, more accurate tool for making
certain delays
processing and
plied to entries affecting income
everyday policy decisions on in
testing are tolerable at this level.
producing assets
vestment of the institution’s
This article describes an auto
3. To provide for testing inter
by enabling management to react
mated system for internal audit and
est accruals on time deposits on a
more quickly to changing condi
control based on the satellite sys
detailed basis
tions within the loan
invest
tem approach. The system was de
4. To provide a method
cap
ment portfolio.
signed by the management consult
turing data for testing by the
The expense section of the daily
ing staff of our firm
*
for the Wilton
audit system at the point where
statement offers
excellent de
Manors National Bank of Wilton
original entries are posted to the
vice
for
establishing
budgetary
con
Manors, Florida. The satellite sys
detailed accounts maintained by
trols
over
expenditures.
Daily
ex
tem was chosen because the bank
the bank for bookkeeping purposes
penditure
accrual
amounts
reflect
could not justify the use of its
one day’s budgeted expenditures.
own computer to perform the audit
GERALD
R.
BROUCEK
If the expenditures budget is ad
tests desired. Therefore the work is
is partner in charge of
justed upward or downward during
the management advi
sory services department
the course of the year, the result of
of Ring, Mahony & Arsuch a change
the economic or
ner, a CPA firm, in Fort
*Mr. C. D. Dyal,
president of the
Lauderdale,
Florida.
He
financial
policies
of
the institution
Wilton Manors National Bank; other
is a member of the Mich
bank officers; and members of the in
is reflected immediately on the
igan Association of CPAs
ternal audit team assisted in the de
daily financial report. Normally
and the Florida Institute
sign and installation of the audit sys
of CPAs. Mr. Broucek is a consulting editor
such changes in management think
tem. Their assistance and cooperation
of Management Services. He was a member
ing would be reflected
operating
played a large part in its successful
of the AICPA's temporary committee to study
completion.
service bureau operations by CPA firms.
results at some period in the future
22
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CURRENT PROFIT AND LOSS

EXHIBIT A

AND DISBURSEMENTS
: Management Services, Vol. 4, No. 3,RECEIPTS
May-June
1967 [whole issue]
DAILY STATEMENT OF

SUSPENSE BALANCES

WILTON MANORS NATIONAL BANK

THIS DAY
SPECIAL

THIS DAY
NORMAL

.85

102165.08
129379.78
152202.42

669.74
289.45
168.26

200331.90
51149.09
84672.50

• 2534.64

719900.77

24.00
450.00
23.00

6984.00
134550.00
7168.00
3575.75
581.30

.85

3031.64

RECEIVED AND PAID
TRANSACTIONS THIS DAY

PERIOD TO
DATE

406.35
456.44
544.40

.85

SUSPENSE BALANCES

CASH POSITION

ACCRUAL POSITION
CURRENT PROFIT AND LOSS BALANCES

INCOME ACCOUNTS

DR.

INTEREST - DEMAND LOANS

INTEREST - TIME LOANS

DISCOUNT - INSTALLMENT LOANS

92.00

CR

[118911.08]
22441.51]
50150.59]

81420.82
28707.58
34521.91

1427.36 [708773.23]

11127.54

INTEREST ON BONDS - TAX EXEMPT
INTEREST ON BONDS - OTHER

RENTS - SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES

92.00

10.90

494.65

SERVICE CHARGES

26.95

EXCHANGE AND COLLECTION CHGS.

TOTAL INCOME

ACCOUNTS

13218.79]
130426.07]
6936.46]

INT. ACCD REC.
UNEARNED

6234.79]
4123.93
231.54

3575.75]
581.30]

PROFIT ON SALE OF SECURITIES
OTHER RECOVERIES

872759.82

AMOUNTS
CURRENT
DATE

87344.94] 14820.14
648.02 [103367.38] 26012.40
779.34 [326557.73] [174355.31]

INTEREST ON BONDS - U.S. GOVT.

TOTAL INTEREST AND DISCOUNT

RECEIVED AND
PAID BALANCES
PERIOD TO
DATE

102.90

1948.96 [863511.60]

9248.22

INCOME ACC D

UNEARNED

EXPENSE ACCOUNTS

[

751.28
.17
33.90

96.32]

214672.25
503.71
6679.35
34.12

INTEREST PAID

AMORTIZATION - U.S GOVT BONDS
AMORTIZATION - TAX EXEMPT BONDS
AMORTIZATION - OTHER BONDS

147905.67
492.66
3255.32
34.12

66766.58]
11.05]
3424.03]

151687.77

70201.66]

17350.70
7972.00

1668.70
619.00]

2688.95
1467.25
21720.00
3654.75
3748.69
552.16
1790.40
1472.00
5671.05
26655.70
5052.10
2250.00
22139.90
994.89
8329.98
14201.30
52777.77
1507.50
188886.15
6682.94
3981.19

319.45
97.75
411.25]
208.86
876.69
63.34]
262.65
201.25]
399.80
102.70
496.60
123.90
6139.90
605.61]
3601.02]
515.05
15262.52
238.50]
11247.21]
812.06]
730.19

401547.37

9405.52

TOTAL INTEREST AND

[

96.32]

785.35

221889.43

52.00
28.00

15682.00
8591.00

5.00
5.00
80.00
10.00
10.00
2.00
5.25
5.75
18.00
97.00
31.00
7.10
50.00
5.50
41.00
48.75
129.00
6.00
691.00
27.00
11.00

2369.50
1369.50
22131.25
3445.89
2872.00
615.50
1527.75
1673.25
5271.25
26553.00
4555.50
2126.10
16000.00
1600.50
11931.00
13686.25
37515.25
1746.00
200133.36
7495.00
3251.00

1365.35

392141.85

11.15
65.95
133.00

3244.65
20432.13
38394.00
322.07
37784.75
1697.40

AMORTIZATION EXPENSE

ADVERTISING
AUDITING AND EXAMINATIONS

CONVENTIONS
CREDIT REPORTS

DIRECTORS FEES

DONATIONS

DUES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS
FLOWERS

FREIGHT AND EXPRESS
GUARD SERVICE

HEAT. LIGHT. AND WATER
INSURANCE

LEGAL
LUNCH ROOM

MAINTENANCE ANO REPAIRS

MISCELLANEOUS

100.00

OTHER TAXES
POSTAGE
PRINTING. STATIONERY. SUPPLIES

RENT
SALARIES

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
TRAVEL AND ENTERTAINMENT

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

100.00

240.87

3244.65]
20432.13]
1.00 [407785.34] 446179.34]
322.07
37784.75
1697.40

240.87

1.00 [367981.12] [469856.12]

RESERVE FOR DEPREC - BUILDING
RESERVE FOR DEPREC - FURN . & FlXTURES

RESERVE FOR BAD DEBTS

OVER AND SHORT ACCOUNT
LOSSES ON SECURITIES

OTHER CHARGE OFFS

INT. & AMORT.

OPER. EXP.

OR PREPAID

TOTAL DEPRECIATION.

210.10

101875.00

RESERVES AND LOSSES

RESERVES

TOTAL INT.

[

96.32]

2360.80

715906.28

670.84

156853.54

165.00

48621.00

505.84

108232.54

123.30

35880.30

TOTAL EXPENSES

340.87

1.00

443.77

1949.96

185254.02

530652.26]

NET PROFITS BEFORE

97.17

97.17

INCOME TAXES AND DIVIDENDS

NET PROFITS AFTER TAXES

678257.58] 521404.04]

1545.85]

LESS INCOME TAXES

443.77

50166.85]

1949.96 [679803.43] 571570.89]
27000.00

LESS DIVIDENDS

8880.30]

NET PROFITS IN EXCESS

97.17

-June, 1967
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382.54

72352.24

OF RESERVES AND DIVIDENDS

FOR INC.

1949.96
443.77
DATE:
10-18-66

652803.43] 580451.19]

SUSPENSE
BALANCE
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rather than immediately, as on this
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ERRORS DETECTED BY DAILY AND WEEKLY AUDIT TESTS

OF COMMERCIAL LOAN TRANSACTIONS

21.

On an interest payment or rebate
the interest paid to date is invalid.

22.

On an interest payment, the next

data is invalid.
2. The loan number is invalid.

23.

Actual and computed discount do

3.

The loan type is invalid.

24.

4.

The interest rate is invalid.
The transaction does not balance.
New balances* do not equal old

DAILY TESTS

NEW LOAN OR PAYMENT ERRORS
1. The

5.

code

a

identifying

word

of

principal due date is invalid.

not agree.*
and computed interest do

not agree.*

25.

(Unassigned).

26.

There is a

balances plus or minus new loans
or payments.

Actual

rebate on a

demand

loan payment.

27.

On a

rebate transaction there is

no principal payment.

NEW LOAN ERRORS

*Comparisons of actual to computed in
terest, discount, or

6. (Unassigned).
7. A new loan has a rebate.

8.

rebate

prescribe an

error only if the variance exceeds fifty

On a new demand loan, there is

(50) cents.

any of the following:
a) Discount
b) Next principal due date

WEEKLY TESTS

c) Amount due next principal due

1.

amount

of a

principal

payment
f) Interest paid to date

9.

outstanding (a payment on a fic
ticious loan).
2.

A new time loan has a term ex

11.

ceeding ten (10) years.
A new time discount loan has no

12.

interest paid to date.
A new time loan does not have

13.

a next principal due date.
The next principal due date on a
new time loan is an invalid date.

14.

The interest paid to date on a
new time loan is an invalid date.

15.

The principal amount of
loan is less than the

a new
"Dollar

Due."
The dollar

amount

of

the

3.

4.

next

not

Represents a transaction where a
rebate was paid but the computer

a

different amount

of

rebate.

5.

Represents a transaction where the

interest rate used to compute a
rebate of interest does not agree
with the interest rate used orig
inally to compute the discount.
6.

Represents a

situation where the

loan has been paid off but inter
est has not been collected to ma
turity.

the new loan is not equal to the

next principal due date.
The dollar amount of the

does

Represents a situation where a re
bate of interest occurred but the

calculates

but today's date plus the term of

17.

payment

interest was never collected orig
inally (rebate on a non-discount
loan).

next

principal payment is equal to the
principal amount of new loan,

principal

agree with the master file type of
loan code.

Amount of Next Principal Payment

16.

Represents a situation where the
type of loan code punched with
a

A new time loan has no term.

10.

payment transaction

where there is not a loan amount

date

d) Term
e) Dollar

Represents a

7.

Represents a

situation where the

principal payment is not equal to

number of days used to compute

the principal amount of new loan,

an interest amount is not equal to
the number of days since the old

but today's date plus the term of
the new loan is equal to the next

interest paid to date to the new

interest paid to date.

principal due date.

8.

Represents a

situation where the

interest rate used to compute an
PAYMENT OR REBATE ERRORS

interest amount collected does not

agree with the original stated in
terest rate on the loan.

18. There is an interest payment, but
there is no interest paid to date.

19.

There is a dollar amount of the

9.

next principal payment, but there
is no next principal due date.

20. There is a next principal due date,
but there is no dollar amount of
the next principal payment.

Represents a

situation where the

principal amount on which an in
terest amount has been computed

does not agree with the interest
bearing principal amount of the
loan.

EXHIBIT B

statement.
In addition to providing more
meaningful, complete, and accu
rate management information, the
daily statement format is an auto
matic control device for controlling
receivables and accruals. The state
ment format enforces the computa
tion of receivables by a method
that calls for all accrual entries,
cash receipts, and adjustments for
the day to be reflected on the state
ment of income
in the result
ing receivable or accrual balance
shown thereon.
This computation is an automatic
product of each income or expense
line on the
income statement.
This establishes a method of com
puting and posting receivables and
accruals to the general books of
account that is difficult to tamper
with by adjustments that otherwise
would not find their way to the
statements. Normal financial state
ment presentation shows receivable
and accrual items separately on
the statement of condition, with
no indication of the method and
amounts used to arrive at the bal
ance shown. This opens the door
to possible undetected maneuver
ing by forcing adjustments through
balance sheet accounts. This possi
bility is precluded almost com
pletely by the Wilton Manors Na
tional Bank statement format.
The daily statement provided is
illustrated in Exhibit A on page
This approach to reporting is
not new,
is it significant in
itself. What is significant is the fact
that the computer, a nonhuman
third party, absorbs the detailed
transactions, ties them to general
ledger cash postings, picks up prior
period balances, calculates accrual
changes,
produces an audited
daily statement.
The “this day special” accrual
column is provided to reflect in
come and expense for weekend
days
holidays or for reporting
special nonrecurring income or ex
pense items. The computer auto
matically picks up the correct num
ber of days’ income or expense re
quired to reflect a weekend, holi-
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REPORT FORMATS
AUDIT EXCEPTION REPORT

ERROR
NUMBER

LOAN

NUMBER

AMOUNT OF
PAYMENT

ERROR DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT OF

AMOUNT OF
INTEREST, DISCOUNT

TRANSACTION

NEW LOAN

OR REBATE

DATE

$

$

$

Other exception reports for savings account errors, general
ledger posting, errors, etc., have similar format.

COMMERCIAL LOAN ANALYSIS REPORT (By Type, By Interest Rate)

TYPE OF
LOAN

INTEREST

INTEREST

LOAN

RATE

BALANCE

.

RECEIVABLE

$

(20 possible types

(32 possible interest

of loans)

rates within any

type of loan class)

LOAN PAID OUT REPORT

TRANSACTION

LOAN

AMOUNT OF

INTEREST

DATE

NUMBER

FINAL PAYMENT

FACTOR

$
In instances where a loan has been paid out, but interest
has not been paid to maturity, an amount will appear in

the interest factor column of the report.

DELINQUENT REPORT

DEMAND

TIME
LOAN

DATE

DAYS

DELINQUENT

DELINQUENT

DELINQUENT

NUMBER

DUE

DELINQUENT

PRINCIPAL

INTEREST

INTEREST

EXHIBIT C

daily

COMMERCIAL LOAN-FILE INTERROGATION

AMOUNT

DUE DATE

DUE

DATE TO WHICH

OF NEXT

LOAN
NUMBER

PRINCIPAL

DISCOUNT

INTEREST

PAYMENT

CODE

RATE

INTEREST
IS PAID

10089

9/30/62

01

6.00

6/1/63

PRINCIPAL

LOAN

AMOUNT
study
and
900.00

E

of

15

INTEREST


LOAN

NEXT

DATE



TERM

FACTOR

PRINCIPAL
DUE DATE

6/1/61

730

(-26.00)

50.00

DAILY

EARNINGS

1889

RATE

system
EXHIBIT D

day, weekend with a preceding or
following holiday, or any other
possible combination of nonoperat
ing days.

Audit exception reports
The
also provides daily
and weekly auditing of commercial
May-June, 1967
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loan transactions, with audit ex
ception reports. This is the meth
od: Every entry posted to the li
ability ledger or to detail loan ac
count ledgers is audited each day.
It is subjected to a series of 27
tests to determine the accuracy
the information. Loan transactions
that fail to meet any one of these

tests are printed out on a
audit exception report, which is re
turned to the bank the following
day for further
and check
ing. All exceptions that appeared
on any exception report are subse
quently re-entered in corrected
form. When the adjusted or cor
rected data are prepared
for25
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INPUT

OPERATIONS

Input Detail Commercial
Loan Transactions

Detail

Output Exception Report
Output Control Totals
Output Accepted New Loans

Commercial
Loan
TAPES

Transactions

and Payments Transactions

General

Ledger

PREPARED

Transactions
(Cash Tickets)
Input General Ledger
Tape
Update General Ledger
Balances to Date, Output

This Day
Special
Transactions

Daily Statement of
Income, Output New Table

BY

Tapes and New General
Ledger Balances Tape

Commercial
Loans

Recap
BANK

Installment

Input Recap Tapes

Loans

Update

Recap

Tables

Output Exception Report,
Control Totals, Tie

in Control Totals

Investment

Detail
Recap

Savings

Account
Recap

Table of Un

earned

Load
Beginning

Discount By
TAPES

Maturity Mos.

Tables

Table of Com

mercial Loan

MAINTAINED

Balances By

Interest Rate

DAILY FLOW DIAGRAM

Table of Sav
ings Account

PHASE

Balances By

BY

Effective
Interest Rate

General Ledger

AUDIT

AND

STATEMENT

ROUTINE

EXHIBIT E

Ledger

COMPUTER
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warded to the computer, they are
again subjected to the daily audit
testing before being accepted for
further audit processing.
At the end of each week detail
loan transactions that have been
processed
accepted by the daily
audit testing program are sub
jected to a final
of audit
tests which further verifies the ac
curacy of payment transactions by
comparison of all details entered
with each payment transaction
against a master commercial loan
file maintained by the system for
each
outstanding. During the
course of this weekly audit testing
the master commercial loan detail

May-June, 1967
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file is posted and updated through
the end of the weekly period. At
the end of each weekly period all
errors discovered as a result of the
weekly audit testing are printed
out on
exception report, which
is forwarded to the bank’s internal
audit department for further check
A list of errors detected by
the daily and weekly audit testing
of commercial loan transactions is
presented as Exhibit B on page 24.
When the master detail loan file
has been completely updated by
the weekly testing
updating
program, the new detail file is
processed in order to prove its final
agreement with the control ac

counts established and maintained
for all
by type of loan. In
addition, a weekly loan analysis
report is produced that breaks out
loan and interest receivable bal
ances by type of loan
by in
terest rate. The interest receivable
daily earnings amounts on
commercial
as indicated by
the weekly loan analysis report are
compared with the related amounts
appearing on the daily statement,
and any differences are adjusted
on the daily statement of income.
As a further control and audit
feature,
paid out during
the week are printed out on a sepa
rate report which is forwarded to
27
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the bank each week for further
product of the posting operation. A
daily
old No.
balance/new
balance
Management Services: A Magazine
of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
4 [1967],
3, Art. 10
study. This control establishes a
commercial loan transaction jour
back office proof run
the ac
written record of all
removed
nal is prepared simultaneously. At
counting machine.
from the commercial loan file dur
the end of each day the account
ing any period.
ing machine control totals are the
Computer operation
A delinquent report is prepared
source for preparation of cash
from the detail commercial loan
tickets for general ledger posting
The computer processing flow is
file at different dates each month
purposes.
outlined in Exhibit E on pages 26
as a further control measure. All
Similar techniques are employed
and 27 and Exhibit F
page 29.
time demand loan principal and
in the posting of other detail en
Exhibit E is the flow chart for daily
interest payments that are delin
processing; Exhibit F, for weekly
tries
savings accounts, install
quent at the date of preparation
processing.
ment
etc. Detail data tapes
appear
report along with
are prepared as by-products of
The first step each day is to load
the
dates and number of days
normal bookkeeping posting; con
into the computer the income or
delinquent for each delinquent
trol totals on such posting runs are
expense control tables for unearned
payment. The formats for the audit
the basis for cash postings to the
discount, commercial
and
exception report, commercial loan
general ledger.
time
and the prior day
analysis report, loan paid out re
It is not essential to the system
general ledger tables. The next
port, and delinquent report are il
step is to process the current day
that data originate in
manner
lustrated in Exhibit C on page 25.
or that they be in paper tape for
recap tapes and update the con
Certain special purpose reports
mat. There are other techniques for
trol tables. Then come entry
are provided to enable officers of
achieving the same end. The ap
processing of all general ledger
the institution to interrogate all or
proach described here,
postings or special adjustments
a portion of all detailed audit files
enforces good control over data
made by the bank that day.
at
date for testing purposes.
creation by mechanically assuring
All control table net changes
The example illustrated in Exhibit
that entries posted to subsidiary
processed are then reconciled to
D
page 25 is a file printout
records find their way “unaltered”
general ledger entries processed.
Commercial Loan 10089.
into the audit data. It would re
Any exceptions detected are printed
quire the agility of a gazelle, the
on a daily exception report. When
mentality
of
an
Einstein,
and
the
all transactions have been recon
Other audits
audacity of a Russian to success
ciled, the daily statement is pro
A program for audit of unearned
fully create a proof journal, ledger
duced,
new table tapes and
discount on installment loans pro
record, and audit tape that did not
updated general ledger balance
vides a detail check wherein all in
contain identical information.
tapes are
from memory.
General ledger posting at the
stallment loans at the audit date
The final daily step is to process
end of each day involves posting
audit all detail commercial
are processed and the amount of
of cash transactions only and
loan transactions. The net total of
remaining discount on each loan is
the simultaneous preparation of
all commercial loan entries proc
computed at that date. The com
another audit tape.
essed is reconciled to general
puter maturity files maintained by
ledger postings. Any commercial
The computer receives the fol
months of discount maturity are
loan transactions that fail to meet
lowing
data audit tapes:
adjusted to the audit analysis bal
1.
General
ledger
cash
transac
audit requirements are rejected by
ances at the audit date.
the computer and printed
a
tions
A program is also provided
2. Commercial loan detail trans
daily exception report. All accept
either the auditing of time deposit
able transactions are rearranged in
actions
interest or the determination and
3. Installment loan summary
format
punched in a payments
reporting of interest
all time
or new loan transactions file tape,
transactions—new discount and/or
deposit accounts for any interest
which is processed at the end of
rebates by number of months to
period.
each week when the master loan
maturity of loan
file
is updated. As was pointed out
4. Time
trans
Input data
earlier, all rejected transactions are
actions—net change in time de
repunched by the bank
resub
posits balance by effective interest
A paper tape prepared as a by
rate
mitted for audit before the end
product of posting to some
of each week.
5. Investment detail transactions.
record within the bank on an ac
The weekly audit and update
The tapes containing savings ac
counting machine provides the data
run on commercial
completes
count detail transactions are pre
for computer audit testing. For
the
audit
tests
on
all
transactions
pared on a daily basis but proc
example, entries posted to com
mercial loan liability ledgers are
essed only quarterly. These tapes
for each period of activity. Slight
punched into paper tape as a by
deviations in the
totals of inare punched as a by-product of a
28
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OUTPUT

Accepted

Payments
Transactions

Exception

(From

Audit

Phase I)

Report

Accepted

New Loans
Transactions
(From

Phase I)

Input All
Tapes, Merge
and Audit

Loan Paid

Out Report

Prior Week

Master
Loan File

Current Master

Commercial

File

Loan File

Adjustments

WEEKLY FLOW DIAGRAM

PHASE II
AUDIT & LOAN FILE UPDATING

EXHIBIT F

terest receivable on all
in the
detail file and the amount appear
ing on the daily statement are ad
justed by a special adjustment
once each week.
'

Conclusion
The audit and control system de
scribed in this article applies the
computer to the audit process with
out disturbance of the normal
bookkeeping functions. It does not
attempt to substitute bookkeeping
techniques for audit techniques or
audit procedures for bookkeeping
procedures.
May-June, 1967
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Bookkeeping entries are captured
at the source of original entry for
audit test
Instead of em
ploying a large-scale computer sys
tem such as that required to main
tain daily bookkeeping entries, the
system uses a small satellite com
puter
for auditing. It could
be applied by smaller banks with
the aid of a service bureau or by
larger banks with a subsidiary
computer within the internal audit
department.
Any or all parts of the system of
daily accruals and internal audit
controls may be applicable to any
given financial institution, depend

ing upon the institution s needs, its
financial policies, its requirements
that such policies be reflected
within its records, and its approach
to internal audit control. The sys
tem combines the economies of
automating
certain
techniques
within the normal bank record
keeping function with the advan
tages of a tight, thorough, auto
mated control over entries originat
ing at the bank that affect income
producing assets of the institution.
The system is sufficiently flexible
to be altered to meet changing
conditions and unique situations
within
individual bank.
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PERT and Critical Path Method techniques, al
though most closely associated with construction
scheduling, can profitably
applied elsewhere. This
article describes how CPM was used
schedule in
stallation of an electronic computer —

USE OF CPM IN SYSTEMS INSTALLATIONS
by Granville R. Gargiulo
Arthur Andersen & Co.

these—for consultants and systems
number of network analysis
analysts—is the control of systems
techniques have been devel
oped in recent years to aid man projects. This article presents some
criteria for deciding when a sys
agement in planning, scheduling,
tems project would benefit from
and controlling complex projects.
the
of network analysis and
Among them are CPM (Critical
illustrates the method by means of
Path Method), PERT (Program
a simplified case study of the use
Evaluation
Review Tech
of CPM to plan and control the
nique),
PERT/Cost.
installation of a computer-based
The best known applications of
information system.1
these techniques so far have been
in research
development man
1 The basics of network analysis have
agement and in construction sched
been
discussed in many books and ar
uling. They are suitable, however,
ticles and are not covered here. The
under appropriate circumstances,
reader who is completely unfamiliar with
for a wide variety of other uses.
these techniques is referred to two pre
Among the most interesting of
vious articles in Management Services,

A

Early successful applications of
network analysis techniques pos
sessed the following characteris
tics: (1) The problem involved
new proposals, nonrepetitive jobs,
or projects of long duration. (2)
There were elements of unusual
complexity, either because of the
presence of many unknowns or be
cause of the massive proportions of
the job. (3) Management was pri“PERT/Cost—The Challenge” by Don T
DeCoster, May-June ’64, p. 13, and
PERT/Cost: Its Values and Limitations”
by Peter P. Schoderbek, January-Febru
ary ’66, p. 29. CPM differs from PERT
in only minor respects.
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marily concerned with the func
since the cut-over to new systems
: Management Services, Vol. 4, No. 3, May-June 1967 [whole issue] temporary personnel, and
tions of planning, scheduling, cost
depends upon completion of de
the like.
ing, resource allocation,
ac
bugging of
Debugging
There are, however, other costs
countability.
cannot be done until programing
associated with project completion
is completed. Programing cannot
—such as overhead, imputed costs
be
completed
until
new
systems
of inefficiencies in the old system,
time,
Criteria too narrow?
are designed. The effective design
and the extension of the payback
Many systems projects, admit
of new systems requires an anal
period—that
make project
tedly, do not have all these char
ysis of system requirements—and
scheduling for least direct cost un
acteristics. Yet such projects
so on back through the entire
attractive. Unlike direct costs, these
would benefit from the use of
project.
costs tend to rise with duration
network analysis techniques if a
the project.
broader set of, criteria were ap
Thus, time becomes a key vari
Estimating time and cost
plied, namely, that: (1) There is
able. All cost elements connected
a goal to be achieved that can
The ability to identify indi
with project performance must be
be defined in terms of a specific
vidual tasks implies that the time
considered in order to establish
objective event. (2) There is a re
to accomplish each task can be
the best plan of action. Logically,
quired completion date to meet
estimated. Experience with such
there is some balance between cost
objective event. (3) There are
installations usually makes reason
and time that offers the best solu
numerous identifiable and mutu
ably accurate time estimates pos
tion.
ally dependent tasks that must be
sible. Furthermore, since the spe
accomplished in a proper se
cific talents needed to perform
Systematic approach essential
quence before the objective can
each task
installation can be
be reached. (4) Estimates of time
clearly recognized on the basis
To reach this balance is not a
cost can be established for
related experience, associated cost
simple problem. A “cut
try”
these tasks. (5) Resources may be
estimates can also be established.
approach to find a reasonable bal
moved from one job to another in
The final criterion for the ap
ance of cost and timing is seldom
order to affect the intermediate
propriateness of the network ap
feasible because the numerous
completion dates of tasks.
proach is the transferability of re
tasks in a computer installation
Measure the problems involved
sources from one job to another to
program rarely form successive
in the installation of a computer
ensure completion of the critical
links
a single chain of events
the conversion to a new sys
tasks on time. Many tasks in a
through the project.
tem against these broader criteria
computer installation and systems
In any computer installation
for a network approach. In many
conversion program are of the type
project there is normally a com
cases they match well enough to
that can be accelerated by the ad
plex network of concurrent, over
suggest that a systems project to
dition of more manpower.
lapping, and interrelated tasks cut
install a computer is a likely
ting across numerous departmental
candidate for the application of
lines and functional responsibili
Advantages of CPM
critical path
ties, particularly if the system is in
The objective event in
proj
The principal remaining ques
tended to meet the varied needs
ect is the cut-out of the old sys
tion is this: What benefits could
of the different management ele
tem. This cut-out is generally to
be derived by applying CPM?
ments in an organization. Without
Installation of a computer sys
be completed by a certain date to
a systematic method for choosing
achieve management’s payback
tem can be subdivided into a num
ber of individual
distinct tasks
goals.
necessary to the final cut-out of
To identify a specific task in the
the
system(s). Varying ap
project essentially requires know
GRANVILLE R. GARGIULO
proaches and varying
of ef
ing when the task can begin and
is manager in adminis
trative services at Arthur
fort in terms of number of per
when it must end. Even though
Andersen & Co. In the
systems development is a continu
sonnel assigned and hours worked
past he was senior oper
ous operation, the completion
may be used to complete each
ations research analyst at
Chas. Pfizer, Inc., and sen
flow charts is
identifiable task
job.
ior statistician at Kolls
necessary for the next
in the
Cost considerations might make
man
Instrument Corp.
project, in
case, the writing of
it seem desirable for each task to
Mr. Gargiulo is a mem
ber of the Operations Research Society of
be performed at its lowest possible
programs.
America and the American Statistical Asso
Interdependence and a se
direct cost so that the entire proj
ciation and serves as chairman of the New
York chapter of The Institute of Management
ect may be completed at the low
quence requirement among indi
Sciences. He is the author of numerous ar
est total cost. Direct costs are
vidual tasks are also evident
ticles on the techniques and application of
minimized by avoiding use
over
a computer installation program
operations research.
31
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NETWORK DIAGRAM OF COMPUTER SYSTEM INSTALLATION AND CONVERSION

FIGURE I

among alternative ways of per
forming the required project tasks,
it is unlikely that a “best” or even
a logical plan will be developed.
The critical path method offers
such a systematic approach, as the
following case study illustrates.

Case background
The company that is the subject
of this case
had made reas
onable advances in the develop
ment of systems—both manual and
those utilizing existing electronic

data processing facilities—to serve
the needs of individual functions.
These systems for inventory con
trol, cost accounting, budgetary
control, and the like reflected spe
cialized uses of information flow,
data handling, work procedures,
and analysis
primarily
aimed at doing specific tasks in a
consistent and more efficient man
ner. However, because the design
and implementation of these sys
had been performed piece
meal, they failed to encompass the
complete spectrum of management

32
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and operating needs and did not
represent the best use of electronic
data processing equipment.
The company’s executives at
tributed its lack of continued
growth
its inability to attain
increased profits largely to these
limitations of the existing systems.
They believed that an integrated
system was needed to synthesize
the information requirements of
all functions of the company and
facilitate decisions that would be
rapid and responsive to changing
conditions and that would opti-
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(1)

EVENT WITH IDENTIFYING NUMBER

ACTIVITY OR TASK
DUMMY

CRITICAL PATH

mize overall organization goals
rather than those of any particular
part of the organization. Clearly,
the complexity and data process
ing requirements of such a system
would necessitate the use of new
or additional electronic computer
equipment.
In the early stages of organizing
this project it became apparent
that a well-defined work program
and a detailed timetable were es
sential to timely implementation
of the system and establishment
of meaningful bench marks
May-June, 1967

progress reviews. Critical path
methods were selected as the
means of developing
schedule,
of pinpointing responsibilities, and
of providing a basis for progress
reporting.

Network diagram
The first step was to prepare a
list of the individual tasks required
to accomplish the installation and
conversion. The level of detail had
to be sufficient to identify points
where specific interrelationships

occurred and to permit monitoring
and control of significant segments
of work.2 This task list was repre
sented as a network or arrow dia
gram, graphically depicting the se
quence and dependencies of the
activities making up the overall
project (see Figure 1 above).
Three basic questions were

2 To illustrate the concepts of CPM,
gross oversimplification of the project
will be
Each of the tasks repre
sented in the example was, in fact, com
posed of many individual steps.
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event
(number
1) 10
could have no
as each
task wasSystems,
enteredand
on Controls,
a dia Vol.
Management Services: A Magazine
of Planning,
4 [1967],
No. 3, Art.
predecessor
and only one
gram worksheet:
event (number 39) could have no
1. What task or
must im
successor tasks.
mediately follow
task?
The development of a network
2. What task or
must be
is, in itself, a useful product
completed to permit the start of
CPM in project planning for the
this task?
following reasons:
3. What
may be per
1. The discipline required to
formed concurrent with
task?
Answers to these questions indi
construct a network diagram ne
cated where the breakdown of
cessitates a thorough understand
activities was not sufficient. Miss
ing of the project scope.
ing activities became apparent.
2. It provides a basis for com
Eventually a network evolved.
munication; it is easily read and

A time estimate was subse
quently assigned to each task.

A project plan was then
developed to establish
(1) the earliest date by



which complete cut-out of
the old systems could be

accomplished; (2) those
tasks whose completion times

governed project duration;

(3) the amount of leeway

or "float" that each noncritical task had; and

(4) the impact of variations
in completing any given
task on the overall project

or on succeeding tasks.

3. Events were numbered so
that each task had a distinct pair
of numbers; the initial or origin
event was always lower than the
terminal event.3
4. If one task took precedence
over another and there was no task
relating them, a “dummy” activity,
represented by a broken arrow
and requiring
time or cost, was
inserted to maintain the prece
dence. Tasks 6-11, 9-11, 26-34,
etc., have been inserted to maintain
proper precedences.
5. On a CPM network only one

understood.
3. Alternative strategies and/or
objectives can be evaluated.
4. It reduces the hazards of
leaving out tasks that should be
considered in the project.
5. It provides a basis for pin
pointing responsibilities.
6. It permits rapid orientation
for new personnel assigned to the
project.
A time estimate was subse
quently assigned to each task.
These estimates represented the
elapsed time needed to accomplish
the task at the lowest direct cost
under average performance stan
dards
the usual assignment of
manpower. A project plan and
schedule was then developed to
establish (1) the earliest date by
which the complete cut-out of
the old systems could be accom
plished; (2) those tasks whose
completion times governed the
overall project duration; (3) the
amount of leeway or “float” that
each noncritical task had; and (4)
the impact of variations in com
pleting
given task or the addi
tion of tasks on the overall project
or
succeeding tasks.
The information depicted in the
network diagram was put in tabu
lar form as shown in Figure 2 on
page 35. To determine the earliest
finish date for the total project,
the earliest finish time for each
task was calculated. The earliest

3 The value of this numbering is that it
facilitates ease of computation on
manual basis,
for fairly large proj
ects. The numbering procedure is spe
cific requirement for computer utiliza
tion.

4 Actually, the company developed CPM
computer program as discussed later in
this paper. For purposes of simplification,
the analysis will be outlined as if done
on a manual basis.

Four conventions governed
The following conventions were
1. Each task,
as the ef
fort required to accomplish a spe
cific task measured in terms of
elapsed time, was represented by
an arrow. The length of the arrow
was governed by convenience and
clarity; it
not represent im
portance, duration, or start or
finish
of the task. The direc
tion of the arrow indicated prec
edence only with the arrowhead
signifying completion of the task.
2. Arrow junctions, shown as
circles, were called events or
nodes. An event was a real point
in time signaling the start or
completion of a task; it did not,
however, itself represent elapsed

Management
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EARLIEST
EVENT
DURAT’N
: Management Services, Vol.
4, No. 3, May-June
1967
[whole issue]

TASK DESCRIPTION

start

finish

start

finish

0
10
100
130
138
148
158
148
138
153
168
178
178
193
193
178
183
363
183
208
363

10
100
130
138
148
158
183
148
153
168
178
178
193
193
223
183
363
363
208
228
368

0
10
100
130
153
163
173
183
138
153
168
183
183
198
198
178
183
363
318
343
363

10
100
130
138
163
173
198
183
153
168
178
183
198
198
228
183
363
363
343
363
368

368
373
323
318
328
373
328
343
363
383
413
458
488
488
563
488
563

413
373
323
328
373
373
343
363
383
383
458
488
508
563
563
518
565

368
413
413
348
368
413
358
373
393
413
413
458
543
488
563
533
563

413
413
413
358
413
413
373
393
413
413
458
488
563
563
563
563
565

initial

terminal

Establish task force
Review company operations
Define system concepts
Obtain management approval
Establish project organization
Select company personnel
Hire personnel
Dummy
Study equipment & software
Establish economics & availability
Select equipment & software
Dummy
Establish conventions
Dummy
Train personnel
Order equipment
Delivery lead time
Dummy
Design equipment site
Prepare site
Install equipment

1
2
3
4
5
6
10
6
5

2
3
4
5
6
10
13
11

8
9
11
12
13
9
20
22
20
21
23

8
9
11
12
13
14
20
22
23
21
23
27

10
90
30
8
10
10
25
0
15
15
10
0
15
0
30
5
180
0
25
20
5

Test programs
Dummy
Dummy
Plan conversion
Convert files
Dummy
Prepare source documents
Establish procedures
Training
Dummy
Systems test
Cut over to new systems
Evaluate systems
Parallel system operation
Dummy
Finalize documentation
Cut-out old systems

27
28
26
19
29
33
29
30
31
32
34
35
36
36
37
34
38

34
34
34
29
33
34
30
31
32
34
35
36
38
37
38
38
39

45
0
0
10
45
0
15
20
20
0
45
30
20
75
0
30
2

FLOAT

LATEST

(work
days)

free

total

0
0
0
0

15
15
15
35
0
0
0
5
5
5
5
0
0
0

35
135
0
0

40
90
30
40
40
30
30
30
30
0
0

55

0
0
55

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
10
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
135
0
0
40
90
0
0
40
0
0
0
30
0
0
55
0
0
55
0

• DENOTES CRITICAL TASK
DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL TASKS, TIME BOUNDARIES, AND SLACK

FIGURE 2

finish for
task is determined
by the longest sequence leading
up to that task and cannot be cal
culated until all finish times of
preceding
have been com

May-June, 1967
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puted. The starting point then,
must be those tasks with no prec
edent tasks, e.g., “Establish task
force” (1-2).
The earliest that Task 1-2 could

be finished was 10 days after the
project got under way. For all
following
the earliest finish
is equal to its duration plus the
largest of the immediately preced-

35
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The ability to identify these critical (and noncritical) tasks . . .

ing earliest finishes. “Review com
pany operations” (2-3), for in
stance, was the sum of its dura
tion, 90 days, and the earliest
completion of 10 days for its only
preceding task 1-2, totaling 100
days.
Task 27-34, on the other hand,
had three tasks preceding it,
namely 19-27, 25-27 and 23-27. Its
earliest finish was equal to its
duration of 45 days plus the largest
of the earliest finishes for 19-27
(328th day), 25-27 (363rd day)
and 23-27 ( 368th day), namely,
the 413th day (45 + 368).

Overall duration determined
The earliest finish for the entire
project was determined to be 565
work days. (This, of course, repre
sented many more man-days since
the time estimates were based on

“normal” assignments of manpower
to each task.) To establish which
tasks governed the total duration,
the latest finish time for each task
was calculated. The latest finish of
task was defined as the latest
possible time it could be completed
without prolonging the overall
project beyond its earliest comple
tion of 565 days. If there was no
difference between the earliest and
latest finish times of a task,
lee
way or float existed
that task,
and therefore it was critical.
The latest finish times were de
termined by proceeding backwards
from the final event to the begin
ning event. For
given task,
the latest finish time was calculated
by subtracting the sum of the
longest sequence of
follow
ing that task. The starting point,
therefore, had to be the task (3839) with no successor, its latest

FIGURE 3
TIME-COST RELATIONSHIP



finish obviously equal to the over
all project duration. The latest fi
nish for Task 34-38 was 563 days,
the latest finish for Task 38-39
(565th day) less the 2-day dura
tion of Task 38-39. Not so obvious
was the latest finish of Task 4-5,
which was the smaller of the fol
lowing: latest finish of Task 5-7
(153rd day) less the duration of
Task 5-7 (15 days), or the 138th
day, or latest finish of Task 5-6
(163rd day) less the duration of
Task 5-6 (10 days), or the 153rd
day.
The quantitative measure of lee
way or “float” of each task was de
termined by subtracting the ear
liest finish from the latest finish.
This float was the number of days
that the task could be delayed be
yond its earliest finish without ex
tending the installation
con
version beyond 565 days. In the
table shown in Figure 2 those tasks
with
float represent the se
quence of activities through the
project which governed the overall
project duration, i.e., the critical
path (heavy line
Figure 1).
The ability to identify these
critical (and near critical) tasks
provided the project leader with
a basis for management by ex
ception. Potential bottlenecks were
pinpointed at the outset to allow
preparation of corrective measures.
The seriousness of delay in these
tasks was
measurable
provided a framework for direct
ing follow-up
expediting ac
tion where it was truly required
and could do the most good.

Other considerations
Management was interested in
evaluating the effect on the total
duration of alternative allocations
of effort
assignment of person
nel. The information provided
from the calculation of float was
just as valuable as the identifica
tion of the critical path for evalu36
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. . . provided the project leader with a basis for management by exception.
ation of such courses of action.
As an example, in Figure 2
Tasks 9-11, 11-12, 12-13 and 1314 each has 5 days of
These
four tasks require 45 days dura
tion; there are 50 days available
to accomplish them (earliest start
the 178th d’ay to the latest
finish on the 228 day). Thus, when
these are considered as a series of
tasks, there are only 5 days of total
float available. If any one of these
anor was scheduled
less
and
tasks
assum
zero
s could
required
on
taskuse its 5 days
on of float, the re
to
maining
would become criti
cal. This illustrates that total float
is associated with a path which
may include more than a single
task and which may flow in and
out of the critical path or be com
pletely independent of the critical
path. The total float will be equal
for each activity on that path, and
if one activity is delayed or pro
longed, the float available for the
succeeding activities is reduced by
an amount equal to the delay.
Free float,
the other hand, is
associated with a single task. It
represents the time available to
accomplish the single task
the
time required for the task
ing all preceding jobs have been
completed by their earliest finish
times and all succeeding tasks will
start at their earliest start times.
In Figure 2,
example of free
float is found on Task 10-13. The
earliest start of the following task
(13-14) is the 193rd day less the
earliest finish of Task 10-13 (183rd
day), which gives Task 10-13 free
float of 10 days.
This extension of the analysis
demonstrated to management how
float
be used to select those
activities that could be delayed
(as a result of an alternative plan
but without changing the overall
duration) most effectively. Total
float indicated the amount of time
certain tasks could be delayed
without detrimental effect on the
project duration. Here, however,
May-June, 1967
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PROJECT COST VERSUS PROJECT DURATION

FIGURE 4

the start time of succeeding steps
would be affected, and the results
of the delay could be meaning
fully considered. Free float indi
cated the amount of time a task
could be delayed without affecting
any other task. Essentially, float
acts as a measuring rod for good
project management. Those activ
ities with
float are critical
and require special management
attention; those with positive float
have greater flexibility in relation
ship to start times and durations.
The analysis to this point had
been limited to the time required
to complete the installation
conversion. As a means of evalu
ating even further ways of com
pressing the schedule, the analysis
was extended to consider time-cost
relationship, as shown in Figure 3
page 36. The initial schedule

was based
completing each task
at the “normal” time representing
the lowest direct cost. To expedite
the completion of a task, the de
ployment of additional resources
was considered, and the corre
sponding increase in cost was de
termined. At a “crash” point, the
task duration could not be reduced
further. Any attempt to expedite
the completion date would only
result in higher cost without a con
comitant decrease in time.
The computer installation and
conversion carried out with all
s an
completed at “normal
tasks” times
had
overall duration of 565
working days. The project’s direct
cost was computed by totaling all
task costs. Since many
could
be completed sooner with corre
sponding increases in cost as shown
in Figure 3, additional schedules
37
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More specifically, the cycle shown
Management Services: A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
[1967],5No.
3, Art.with
10 computer
in 4Figure
begins

CRITICAL PATH METHOD COMPUTER-BASED SYSTEM

FIGURE 5

were generated. This was done by
considering the critical
in a
stepwise fashion, selecting in se
quence those
with the least
cost incremental increase per unit
of time decrease. The range of
overall project durations versus di
rect costs could be viewed as de
picted in Figure 4 on page 37.
The reduction of the project
from
all-normal basis to a
crash-time basis results in in
creased direct costs required to ac
complish the time reduction. As the
duration is shortened, however, in
direct costs (overhead, penalty for
delay, etc.) are reduced since they
vary directly with the length of
the project. The sum of these
two costs for any project dura
tion equals the total project cost
(curve). The lowest or minimum
cost point on the total cost curve
represents
optimum project
duration.

Computer-based CPM system
The challenges in developing a
useful CPM system are (1) to
provide a continuous stream of

timely and meaningful reports for
management evaluation and (2) to
extend the basic technique further
into the management decision area.
The larger the project (such as
the installation of a total informa
tion system) the more difficult it
is to meet the first objective
a
manual basis. The second objec
tive can best be achieved by utiliz
ing the simulation facility of a
computer program.
Figure 5 on
page depicts the
cycle of a computer-based system
for critical path analysis. A typical
CPM program performs the fol
lowing functions: (1) It performs
the mathematical analysis of the
network. (2) It synthesizes network
and time data to indicate the re
lation to program deadlines
a
calendar basis. (3) It compares
current estimates against scheduled
dates
indicates bottlenecks.
(4) It provides a wide variety of
summaries of progress and the out
look for future progress. (5) It
rapidly computes the effects of al
ternative courses of action includ
ing manpower leveling
time
cost trade-offs.

inputs (diagrams, time and cost
estimates, and other scheduling ob
jectives or restrictions) from the
company function responsible for
meeting a project end objective.
The initial output reports require
analysis
comprehensive man
agement review. Alternate courses
of action
be proposed, en
tered into the flow, and analyzed
and the effects reported back.
Once a plan is settled upon, in
put of project status enters the sys
tem, enabling the computer to de
velop control reports at any level
of detail
frequency. Typically,
these reports may be listed as fol
lows: (1) in event number se
quence, (2) by paths of criticality,
(3) in chronological order of ex
pected completion date, (4) by de
partment, and (5) by functional
responsibility.
Systems projects possess all the
characteristics of size and com
plexity which require good sched
uling and tight control for effec
tive implementation. The CPM, as
outlined in
article, is a useful
tool for meeting these needs.
The integrated project plan re
sulting from the development of
a network and critical path anal
ysis provides a clear delineation
and understanding of the inter
facing of functional responsibili
ties in executing the plan. With
time and cost data tied directly to
a plan and schedule clearly under
stood by all concerned, a uniform
method of status reporting can be
put into effect to display these
data in as much detail
as fre
quently as needed for various
levels of management. Manage
ment’s ability to exercise co-ordi
nating and control responsibility is
greatly enhanced by the network
representation of the significant
and controllable
in the plan,
knowledge of the critical
to
which greatest attention must be
directed, and the means for meas
uring the consequences of vari
ances from plan on a timely and
meaningful basis for effective cor
rective action.
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What of the dire predictions about the effect of
computers on employment figures? For blue collar
workers? For white collar workers? What trends
have shown up clearly? None as yet, this article con
cludes; none is yet really discernible—

THE ORGANIZATIONAL
IMPACT OF COMPUTERS
by Hak Chong Lee

State University of New York at Albany

the earliest days of elec
tronic data processing there has
been general agreement that the
new information technology would
have a profound impact upon the
structures and personnel of the
organizations that adopted it. There
has been much less agreement
about the nature of that impact.
Predictions of widespread labor
displacement, the elimination of
middle management, and increas
ing centralization of decision mak
ing have not yet come true. On the
other hand, they have not yet been
conclusively disproved. Despite
more than a decade of rapid ex
pansion of the use of computers
and growing sophistication in their
application, the patterns of change
are not yet clear.
A number of research studies
have supplemented the speculation
rom

F
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employees'

and opinions about the impact of
the computer on business organiza
tions, but their results differ to
such a degree that it is difficult to
gain a clear understanding of ex
actly what is happening. The pur
pose of this article is to summarize
and evaluate the present knowledge
of how computers are affecting or
ganizational structure, administra
tive decision making, employment,
the skill content of
jobs; to determine the extent to
which individuals agree on these
effects; and, if conflict is found, to
analyze the arguments.
The first question about which
there has been a great deal of dis
cussion is whether computers are
going to centralize or decentralize
the organizational structure and
the process of administrative deci
sion making. The best known and

perhaps most controversial
on
this question was
by
Harold Leavitt and Thomas Whis
ler in their famous Harvard Busi
ness Review article, “Management
in the 1980’s.”1 In that article they
made three important predictions.
First, they forecast that elec
tronic
would change the
organizational structure drastically
by forcing the regrouping of ac
tivities carried out in various func
tional divisions
at various
levels of the organization. Because
computers would make it possible
to integrate on the basis of the or
ganization as a whole a large
volume
business information that
1 Harold J. Leavitt and Thomas L. Whis
ler, “Management in the 1980’s,” Har
vard Business Review, November-De
cember, 1958, pp. 41-48.
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was formerly segmented, a com
ditional pyramid shape to a shape
Melvin Anshen,3 for ex
Management Services: A Magazine
of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.however.
4 [1967], No.
3, Art. 10
puter-using company would find it
looking something like a “football
agrees with them about the
and
balanced upon the point of
a church
expedient to standardize opera
increased use of computers
the
tional procedures throughout the
bell.”
of managerial decisions. But
organization. This would lead to a
A number of actual research
he
issue with them on the
great deal of consolidation of ac
question of
computers are
studies have tended to support the
tivities that had been functionally
going to affect the organizational
views of Leavitt and Whisler. Ida
and geographically separate.
structure
and the locus of decision
Hoos, for example, found in her

making.
Secondly, Leavitt
Whisler
howand

takes
y areas
of nineteen
business organi
in
predicted increased
of com
zations
en believes that computers
Ansh2 that computer applications
puters to process more and more
in these companies had led to some
will be limited to repetitive deci
of the routine management deci
radical changes in the organiza
sions based on already quantified
sions. Assuming that the bulk of
tional structure
in managerial
records of existing accounting,
middle managers’ work consisted
decision making. Many jobs at mid 
cost, and financial data and will
of rather routine decisions, these
dle management levels had been
leave relatively untouched such
authors concluded that middle man
either combined or eliminated.
managerial decision areas as find
agement jobs would gradually be
Communication systems and deci
ing problems, setting objectives,
automated and taken over by com
sion making patterns in the organ
implementing decisions, and evalu
puters. Thus, the magnitude of the
izations were undergoing changes,
ating results, all of which require
computer’s impact would be pro
generally in the direction of cen
a great deal of management imagi
portionately greater at the middle
tralization. As more and more op
nation and creative thinking. As a
management level than at the
erations were programed in the
result, instead of gradually elimi
clerical
data processing department, the
nating middle managers, computers
They also foresaw a shift to top
functions of operating departments
will relieve them of repetitive de
management of a larger proportion
were often undercut and the au
cision making and related paper
of innovating, planning, and cre
thority of many department man
work and thus give them more time
ative functions, with concomitant
agers truncated while the power
to concentrate on creative and
centralization of the organization
and status of new computer per
judgmental tasks. Instead of being
structure and the decision making
sonnel expanded.
shifted upward or absorbed com
process. All these changes would
Acceptance of Leavitt
Whis
pletely into computers, the work
have a drastic effect on the
ler’s views is far from unanimous,
middle managers may become
of the organizational structure. Top
like that of top managers.
management would “bulge” as mid
2 Ida R. Hoos, “When the Computer
dle management would “thin out.”
3 Melvin Anshen, “Manager and the
Takes Over the Office,” Harvard Busi
The overall organizational struc
Black Box,” Harvard Business Review,
ness Review, July-August, 1960, pp.
November-December, 1960, pp. 85-92.
ture would change from the tra
102-112.

Assuming that the bulk of middle managers' work consisted of routine
decisions which the computer could process, Leavitt and Whistler conclud
ed that middle management jobs were the ones most threatened by EDP.
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Anshen denies that computers
: Management Services, Vol. 4, No. 3, May-June 1967 [whole issue]
will necessarily lead to centraliza
tion of the organization structure
or the decision making process.
The trend toward decentralization
may be slowed down, he says, but
if
happens it will be caused by
the geographic relocation of deci
sion centers, not by abandonment
of efforts to decentralize managerial
responsibilities.
Anshen’s views have also been
supported by research studies.
Donald Shaul,4 for example, found
in a number of companies that had
installed electronic
that
middle managers had not been
seriously threatened but rather that
their roles
the organization had
become
important than ever.
The organization structure had not
changed a great deal, offering little
indication that greater centraliza
tion follows the installation of com
puters.
There is general agreement that
computers, with their vast capacity
to manipulate management infor
As a result of the squeeze on middle management,
mation, will affect the process of
managerial decision
There
same authors foresaw the pyramid shape of the organ
is much less agreement, however,
ization's structure changing to a Gibson Girl silhouette.
the scope of the computer’s po
the effect on the relative propor
tential in automating decisions and
often none in the individual
tions of various types of employees,
companies affected. The effect of
on the vulnerability of middle man
such as managers, technical per
the computer seems to have been
agers to displacement by computer
sonnel, and clerical workers.
to slow rather than reverse the rate
programs. It is also recognized that
Technological employment has
of growth in clerical employment.
the use of computers
to re
been a controversial subject since
quire standardization of operating
The computer’s effect on the
the time of the Industrial Revolu
relative proportion of various types
procedures and integration of data.
tion, but concern the
has heightened in
Opinions differ, however, as to
of employees is less clear-cut. As
recent years because of the growth
whether these changes necessarily
was previously discussed, Leavitt
of computer “automation.” Reduc
mean more centralization of de
Whisler expect that, since
tion in the number of employees
cision making and a change in the
much of the work of middle man
(usually clerical)
that part
conventional pyramid form of or
agers can
will be programed
the
organization
immediately
and
ganization structure. The evidence
into computers, manpower reduc
and so far on all these points is incon
directly related to the computer
tion will be greater at the manage
operations
has been widely antici
clusive.
ment than at the clerical
On
pated. This anticipation has
the other hand,
’s belief
correct for the most part, as is
Manpower displacement
shown by a number of research
HAK CHONG LEE, Ph.D.,
Another hotly debated question
is associate professor of
studies.5 However, there has been
management in the School
is the effect of computers on em
no reduction
clerical employ
of Business of the State
ployment. At issue are both the
ment in the economy as a whole
University of New York
effect on total employment—in the
at Albany. Dr.
re
ceived his B.S. and M.B.A.
company and in the economy—and

4 Donald R. Shaul, “What’s Really Ahead
for Middle Management?” Personnel,
November-December, 1964, pp. 8-16.
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5 For example, see Hak Chong Lee, The
Impact of Electronic Data Processing
Upon the Patterns of Business Organiza
tion and Administration, School of Busi
ness, State University of New York at
Albany, 1965, pp. 27-29.

degrees and his doctor

ate in business adminis
tration from Washington
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the3,unskilled
thatofcomputerization
lim Vol.to4 reduce
Management Services: A Magazine
Planning, Systems,will
and be
Controls,
[1967], No.
Art. 10 work com
ponent
increase the skilled
ited to routine, repetitive decisions
implies the reverse.
task work component of affected
jobs. There is considerable support
Actual research findings so far
for this view.
to support Anshen’s view
As was discussed earlier, Anshen
rather than that of Leavitt and
believes that the jobs of computerWhisler. Indications are that man
affected middle managers will be
power reductions have been greater
upgraded when computers take
in the clerical than
the mana
over the routine tasks, leaving the
gerial work force, both
absolute
managers free for
creative
terms and in proportion to the total
and more analytical work.7 Shaul’s
employment in the organization.6
previously cited study also supports
In some cases, indeed, the total
the idea of increased skills for
number of managers in computermanagerial personnel.8
affected departments has increased

George Delehanty found
his
in this
rather than decreased. Whether


y ofinseveral insurance
and
compaof
trend
be expected to continue
nies9 that the general skill level
is far from certain at this time, par
clerks was shifted upward after
ticularly in view of the growing
computers began to be used. After
sophistication with which the com
the installation of computers in
puter is being applied to mana
these organizations, as compared
gerial decision making.
to before the computer, there were
The only personnel change that
fewer clerical jobs distributed over
seems to be more or less certain
low-grade classifications
more
is that the installation of a com
jobs over high-grade classifications.
puter increases the number of staff
There also are other studies that
positions, mostly technical, directly
generally support the existence of a
associated with the computer oper
tendency toward increased skill re
ations. This increase is both abso
quirements in clerical jobs as well
lute,
terms of total numbers,
as managerial ones.10
and relative, in proportion to the
Other studies, however, have
total employment.
indicated a different tendency.
Some researchers, finding that com
Job content
puters upgraded some jobs while
Another problem is
com
downgrading others, concluded
puters change the work content of
that it was difficult to find a con
those jobs that remain. The ques
sistent pattern one way or the
tions include how computers affect
other.11 Other studies have found
the overall skill level required in a
the skill level of the affected jobs
job; how they affect specific work
largely unchanged; upgrading was
skill aspects of a job, such as
limited to so small a number of
mental, clerical, physical, etc.; and
jobs that there was practically no
how they affect the distribution
change
the overall work skill
work skill content
various
types of jobs, such as clerical and
Delehanty found that the skill level
of clerks in insurance companies tend
ed to shift upward after computer in
stallation; high-grade jobs increased.

managerial.
Because of the
that
technology
to mechanize un
skilled and routine tasks, it is gen
erally thought that
tend

6 For example, see U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Adjustments to the Installation
of Office Automation, Bulletin No. 1276,
Department of Labor, Washington, D.C.,
May, 1960, and Edgar Weinberg, Ex
periences with the Introduction of Office
Automation,” The Monthly Labor Re
w, April,

stud 1960, pp. 367-380.
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7 Anshen, op. cit.
8 Shaul, op. cit.
9 George E. Delehanty, Office Automa
tion and the Occupation Structure: A
Case Study of Five Insurance Com
panies,” Industrial Management Review,
Spring, 1966, pp. 99-110.
10 For example, see Harold F. Craig,
Administrating a Conversion to Electronic
Accounting, Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration, Boston, 1955,
pp. 68-70.
11 C. Edward Weber, “Impact of Elec
tronic Data Processing on Clerical Skills,”
Personnel Administration, January-Febru
ary, 1959, pp. 20-26.
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While a computer may sharply reduce employment in one company, its
effect on clerical employment as a whole has been almost negligible.

requirements after the computer
installation.12
A study by James Bright,13 how
ever, showed a definite—and dif
ferent-trend of change in work
skills as a result of technological
change. Through intensive analyses
of different stages of computerintegrated manufacturing technol
ogy, he found that work became
easier and less demanding at high
stages of technology. Thus, he sug
gests a pattern of decrease rather
than increase in the overall level
of skill requirements.
Here again, the verdict must be
“not proven.” Much more research
needs to be done on the computer’s
effect on skill requirements; exist
ing observations on the subject are
largely
generalities, lacking pre
cise measurement of the magnitude
of changes.

Special problems
Why do opinions and research
findings about the organizational
impact of computers differ so
sharply? One obvious problem is
semantics. Frequently those whose
opinions differ also differ in the
meanings they attach to such key
words as centralization, decentral
ization, decisions, work skills, man
clerical
and tech
nical employees. This,
course,
magnifies the differences among the

12 Jack Stieber, “Automation and the
White-Collar Worker,” Personnel, No
vember-December, 1957, pp. 12-16.
13 James R. Bright, Automation and Man
agement, Harvard
Boston,
1958, pp. 186-189.
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opinions and also presents serious
methodological problems in the
conduct of research studies and
the evaluation of their findings. It
is crucial that a common under
standing of these vital terms be
attained by everybody.
Another, perhaps more impor
tant, problem is the discrepancy
evaluations of computer
technology. “Experts” differ not
only about future developments in
computer science and the possi
bility of programing currently “un
structured” decisions but even
about the current capability
have
maymay
inall
used
in
in 
in
decision
ters
and making.
and Furthermore, the results of re
search studies in different organi
zations
differ because of dif
ferences in the way computers are
used and the length of time they
have been used in these organiza
tions. For example, in companies
that
been
primarily for accounting and finan
cial purposes for a relatively short
period of time the organizational
changes
not be as drastic or as
extensive as
companies where
computers have been used for
management decision making pur
poses and/or for a longer period of
time.
A final source of conflicting
opinions is the failure of research
ers to recognize the importance of
managerial philosophies, objectives,
policies toward both the com
puter applications and the changes
that these applications are expected
to bring about in the organization.
The managerial attitude toward
initiating and accommodating the
changes is also a major variable

governing the nature and magni
tude of changes
the organiza
tional structure, in employment,
and in the work content of affected
jobs.
Clearly, understanding of how
computers affect the organization
is essential to effective manpower
organizational planning. It is
important, therefore, that the vari
ous opinions and research findings
on the impact of computers be
evaluated and interpreted with
adequate cognizance of (1) the
variations in the meaning given to
key
computers
terminology
using
  defi  in describing

the  changing organizational
pat

terns, (2) the nature and ma
turity of computer applications in
an organization, and (3) the man
agerial attitude toward introduc
ing and handling the changes
the
organization. Recognition of the
semantic problems
of the vari
ables conditioning the organiza
tional changes will promote better
understanding of the nature of the
computer’s impact.
It is also important to realize
that computer technology is always
advancing, that computer applica
tions are continually expanding,
and that managerial philosophies
and policies are continually adapt
ing to changes in the technological
environment.
Thus, the organizational impact
of computers is changing all the
time. As a result, continuing study
is needed to clarify the issues and
search for major organizational var
iables that
underlie the
nite patterns of change that may
be common to
computer appli
cations.
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Various types of pointing systems have been devel
oped
be used in evaluating credit applications.
This article suggests—and outlines—a further refine
ment: a mathematical guide to the relative profitabil
ity of gaining more information about each credit
applicant—

MEASURING THE VALUE OF INFORMATION
IN CONSUMER CREDIT SCREENING
by Carl C. Greer
Columbia University

to grant or refuse
ing credit applicants.1 It is possible,
credit is a vital one for mail
however, to go further
extend
order retailers, consumer financethe credit profitability analysis to
companies, and other businesses
include the desirability of investing
engaged in mass consumer credit
in additional information about the
applicant. A model2 for
pur
operations. Extension of credit to

pose
is
developed
in
this
article.
someone who does not pay results
in a direct loss to the creditor. Re
fusal of credit to someone who
would pay results in the loss of a
1This technique has been discussed pre
profitable sale or
viously in Management Services. See
In recent years various statistical
Discriminant Analysis” by Sidney I.
techniques have been applied to
Neuwirth and Michael Shegda, MarchApril, ’64, p. 28, and “Credit Analysis:
make the credit screening process
An
Approach” by Robert A. Morris,
more scientific. A number of or
March-April, ’66, p. 52.
ganizations have developed “point
2This study was supported by research
ing systems” (based on the use of
funds of the Graduate School of Busi
discriminant analysis) for evaluat
ness, Columbia University.
he decision

T
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The objective of screening con
sumer credit applicants is to esti
mate the expected value of ex
tending credit to an applicant. The
key unknown in determining the
expected value of accepting a
credit applicant is the probability
of his repaying if credit is extend
ed. In order to estimate
appli
cant’s probability of repayment,
companies consider such factors as
the applicant’s income; his capital
assets;
references from em
ployers, other stores, and credit
bureaus. In general, the more fac
tors that are considered the greater
is the likelihood of the creditor’s
being able to distinguish between
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applicants who will pay and those
unnecessary reduction in profits be
The expression for the expected
: Management Services, Vol. 4, No. 3, May-June 1967 [whole issue]
who will not.
cause of (1) the purchase of re
value of accepting or rejecting a
However, since information costs
dundant information, (2) the pur
credit applicant is derived from
money and since much of the in
chase of information that does not
the
matrix shown in Table
formation used in credit screening
aid in discriminating between good
1 on page 47. The relevant states
is redundant, the crux of the credit
bad credit applicants, and (3)
of nature in Table 1’s payoff matrix
screening decision is the determi
the failure to purchase information
are that the applicant pays or
nation of what information to
that does aid in discriminating be
doesn’t pay. The strategies are
gather about an applicant before
tween good and bad credit appli
either to accept or reject the credit
accepting or rejecting him. In or
cants. Such creditors need a con
applicant. The letter “P” equals the
der to make such a determination,
ceptual framework, or model,
probability that the applicant will
the company needs to know (1)
determining the worth of informa
pay
the expression (I-P)
the profit that will be received if
tion in credit screening.
equals the probability that the ap
the customer pays, (2) the loss
This article shows how sequen
plicant will not pay. The defini
that will be incurred if
does not
tial decision3 and probability theo
tions of the other terms in the ex
repay, (3) the cost of each piece
ry can be used to develop a model
pected value equation and the re
of information, and (4) the prob
quired data for determining values
for determining the worth of infor
ability that the customer will repay
mation
the screening of consum
for these terms are shown in Ta
given certain information. Review
er credit applicants. This model
ble 1.
of the literature
the field and
In practice, companies can de
will provide optimal decision rules
interviews with several retail credit
termine values for C, D, F,
G
regarding the amount and types
managers
New York City indi
from historical data. This proce
information to process before ac
cate that many companies have not
cepting or rejecting a consumer
dure may be complicated because
determined all or even most of
credit applicant. It will also aid
some of these parameters
be
these parameters.
profit planning and in the setting
functions of P, the probability of
the customer’s paying. For exam
of bad debt reserves. The article
also uses sensitivity analysis to
ple, it is likely that
applicant
‘Eyeballing’
who has a high estimated prob
demonstrate the effects of changing
Some consumer creditors rely al
parameters in the model on the
ability of paying would also have
most exclusively on a screening
ultimate decision rules and on the
characteristics such as high current
approach called “eyeballing.” In
of information.
income that would cause him to
approach, the credit applicant
have a high expected present value
is accepted or rejected solely on
of profits from future purchases.
Description of the model
the basis of application form infor
In order to resolve
problem
mation that is evaluated subjec
Developing such a model re
interdependence, companies could
tively or by using a statistically
quires four steps. These steps are
determine values for C, D, F, and
derived scoring equation. Other
(1) the determination of an expres
G after first grouping their cus
consumer creditors require that a
sion for the expected value of ac
tomers into risk classes based on
credit bureau report be purchased
cepting or rejecting a credit appli
their estimated probability of pay
for every credit applicant. There
cant; (2) the specification of the
ment. Values for X will vary from
are more than a dozen types of
values of the parameters in the
customer to customer, and values
credit bureau reports, which can
expected value expression; (3) the
for E will depend upon the amount
cost as little as .45 cents (for a
estimation of the probability of a
and types
information gathered
short, in-file report) or as
as
credit applicant’s paying based up
about the applicant.
$3 (in the case of a special han
on the information that has been
Having determined an expression
gathered
about
him;
and
(4)
the
for the expected value of accepting
dling report).
use of sequential decision theory
or rejecting a credit applicant and
Regardless of the number of
to determine the expected value of
sources of information
by
accepting, rejecting,
getting
credit grantors, failure to specify
more information about the credit
the probability of repayment based
CARL C. GREER, Ph.D.,
applicant at each stage in the in
on information about
applicant,
is assistant professor of
formation gathering process.
the profit that will be received if
banking
and
finance
the customer pays, and the loss
that will be incurred if he does not
pay makes it impossible to calcu
late the expected value of accept
ing him. Consequently, the present
screening practices of many con
sumer credit grantors lead to an
May-June, 1967
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having
specifiedSystems,
C, D, and
F, and
score.
Third,
company can
Management Services: A Magazine
of Planning,
Controls, Vol.
4 [1967],
No. 3,the
Art. 10
the next step in developing our
purchase a credit bureau report
model is to estimate the probability
for $1 and use that information
of a credit applicant’s paying based
coupled with the score from the
upon the information that
been
application blank to estimate a
gathered about him. This estimate
new probability of payment.
can be made by sampling to find
the proportion of customers pay
Add-on orders
ing given certain information. This
A similar sequence can be adopt
proportion would be an estimate
ed for evaluating an
order
of P(Pay/I), where I equals cer
from an established credit cus
tain information. This information
could consist of credit bureau re
tomer. The only difference is the
existence of the established cus
ports, references,
a score
tomer’s payment record with the
based
using multiple regression
Assume there are three pos
company. Since determining this
or discriminant analysis4 to weight
information is virtually costless, the
the
to the application
sible stages in the informa
first stage in screening an order
blank.
The
step in developing our
from
established customer might
tion gathering process. First,
involve accepting or rejecting the
model is to
sequential decision
the retailer can accept or
theory to determine the expected
order
the basis of the customer’s
G,
value of accepting, rejecting,
payment record. Subsequent stages
reject the credit applicant on
getting more information about the
in screening might involve the pur
chasing of new credit bureau in
credit applicant at each successive
the basis of zero information.
stage in the information gathering
formation or even requiring the
Second, the company can
credit applicant to fill out a new
process.

accept or reject on the basis

of an application form that
the applicant completes and
the company uses to derive

a probability of payment

score. Third, the company
can buy a credit bureau
report and use that informa

tion together with the score
from the application blank to

estimate a new probability
of payment.

Application of the model
In order to indicate how our
model would be used in practice,
we shall apply it to the credit
screening operation of a hypotheti
cal retail company that wishes to
formulate decision rules for screen
ing the first order from new credit
applicants. Assume that this retail
creditor has three possible stages
in the information gathering proc
ess for a new credit applicant.
First, the company can accept or
reject the new credit applicant
the basis of
information. Sec
ond, the company can accept or
reject on the basis of
applica
tion form that the applicant fills
out and that costs the company
fifty cents to process. Discriminant
analysis is used by the company to
derive a score from the applicant’s
application blank, and a probabil
ity of payment is ascribed to the
4The use of multiple regression and
criminant analysis to score consumer
credit applicants is explained by James
H. Myers and Edward W. Forgy in
“The Development of Numerical Credit
Evaluation Systems, American Statisti
cal Association Journal, September, 1963.
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credit application form.
In addition to using credit appli
cation forms and a single type of
credit bureau report as sources of
information, consumer creditors
may find it profitable to evaluate
the desirability of using informa
tion in credit screening that is ob
tained from personal interviews,
purchasing several types of credit
bureau reports, checking personal
credit references, contacting em
ployers, and directly contacting
other stores in order to determine
their ledger experience with the
customer. However, since inclusion
of more than three stages of infor
mation gathering would diminish
the illustrative value of our exam
ple, we will confine our analysis to
the no information, application
form,
a single type of credit
bureau report stages. Similarly, for
illustrative
example
will be confined to the screening of
first orders from new credit appli
cants although the analytical proc
ess is identical for add-on orders
from established customers.
Company data for calculating
the values of C, D, F, and G are
summarized in Table 2
page 48.
From Table 2 we determine that
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is purchased, the credit manager
ratings
C, the profit per dollar : of
credit
Management
Services,
Vol. 4, No. 3, May-June 1967 [whole
issue] received for rejected appli
will judge it to be either good
cants to the percentage of rejected
sales given that the customer pays,
(Rg), fair (Rf), or poor (Rp). The
equals $0.33; D, the net benefit
applicants that it estimated would
company can group past customers
pay and not pay.
per customer given that the cus
based upon credit scores
tomer pays, equals $3.48; F, the
The probability data that we
credit bureau report ratings
shall use in our example are ex
cost per dollar of credit sales giv
determine what proportion of each
en that the customer
not pay,
hibited in Tables 3, 4 and 5 on
group paid. This proportion is the
page 49
6 on page 50. These
equals $0.74; and G, the cost per
estimate of an applicant’s paying
tables also show the relationship
credit customer given that the cus
given certain information. Since
between the discriminatory power
tomer does not pay, equals $0.50.
In order to avoid complicating our
some applicants were rejected in
of the application blank scores and
the past, the company must be
the credit bureau reports. The
example, we shall assume that val
careful to relate application blank
ues of C, D, F, and G will be con
numbers in the tables are the joint
scores and credit bureau report
stant for all credit applicants re
probability of occurrence of the
gardless of their estimated risk
and that defaulting customers are
denied credit beyond their first or
der. Therefore, after substituting
into the expressions of Table 1, we
TABLE I
find that the expected value of
PAYOFF MATRIX
accepting a credit applicant equals
For Determining the Expected Value of Accepting or Rejecting an
PX(1.07) + P$(3.98) -0.74X Order from a Consumer Credit Applicant
$0.50-E.
Expected Value
Pays (P)
Doesn't Pay (l-P)
In order to implement our mod
Accept
(P)(X)(C+F)+P(D+G)-FX-G-E
CX+D-E
-FX-G-E
el, it is necessary to estimate the
Reject
—E
—E
—E
probability that the credit appli
Definitions of and the required data for determining values for these terms
cant will pay given a certain piece
Required Data for Determining Values of the Terms
Term
Definition
of information. At present, our
P
the probability that the
hypothetical company rejects 20
applicant will pay
per cent of all new credit appli
(l-P)
the probability that the
cants. Of those accepted, histori
applicant will not pay
cally, 90 per cent have paid. Of
X
the dollar order size
those rejected, credit bureau infor
(1) the average finance or service charge revenue
C
the profit per dollar of
mation regarding the experience
per dollar of credit sales; (2) the variable cost of
credit sales given that
of other companies with these ap
producing and selling for credit; (3) the cost of
the customera will pay
additional capital required because of credit sell
plicants indicates that 10 per cent
ing per dollar of credit sales; (4) the probability
would have paid if accepted. Let
that a credit customer who repays will be delin
ting y = all those
apply for
quent; (5) the collection cost per dollar of credit
sales to a customer who becomes delinquent
credit, 0.8y = the number of ac
cepted applicants; (0.9)(0.8y) =
parameters (2), (3), and (5) that apply to C; plus
F
the cost per dollar of
credit sales given that
(6) the variable cost of collecting from a customer
(0.72y) = the number of accepted
who defaults per dollar of credit sales; (7) the
the customer will not
applicants who pay; and (0.1)
percentage of the amount owed by customers
repay
(0.2y) = 0.02y = the number of
who default that remains uncollected
rejected applicants
would
D
the
net
benefits
(or
(8) the present value of profits from future pur
chases by a current period credit customer who
costs) per customer (op
have paid. So, the probability of
repays his debt; (9) the present value of the dif
posed to per dollar of
applicant’s paying with no in
ference between the profits from cash purchases
credit sales) given that
formation having been gathered
made by a credit customer who repaysb and the
the customer pays
profits from cash purchases that the credit
about him is 0.74 and the prob
tomer would have made had credit not been ex
ability of
applicant’s not paying
tended to him; (10) the systemic credit depart
is 0.26.
ment costs per customer
When the credit application
blanks are scored by using dis
criminant analysis, scores I1, I2 or
I3 may result. An applicant scoring
I1 has a lower probability of pay
ing than one scoring I2 and an
applicant scoring I2 has a lower
probability of paying than one
scoring I3. If a credit bureau report

May-June, 1967

G

E

the cost per credit cus
tomer given that the

parameter (10) that applies to D; plus (11) costs
associated with additional purchases that a bad

customer does not pay

customer sometimes makes before he is denied
further credit

cumulative cost of
information
the

(12) the cost of each type of information used in
credit screening

aHereafter we shall refer to an accepted credit applicant as a credit customer.
blt is assumed that a credit customer who defaults will not make cash purchases from
a store in which he defaults and would not have bought for cash if he had been
refused credit.
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Management Services: A Magazine of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
[1967], No. 3, information)
Art. 10
(no 4pay/certain
we
can determine the expected value
Type of Data
Value
of accepting or rejecting a credit
Service charge revenue per dollar of credit sales
$0,055
applicant given “certain informa
The variable cost of goods sold per dollar of credit sales
0.67
tion.” In Table 7, on page 51, we
The cost of capital invested in accounts receivable per dollar of
show the P( pay/certain informa
credit sales*
$0,034
tion), the P(no pay/certain infor
The cost of capital invested in other assets (besides accounts re
mation), the expected value of ac
Data for Calculating the Values of the Parameters in the Expected Value Equation

ceivable) required because of credit selling per dollar of credit sales

$0.01

The probability that a credit customer who repays will be delinquent

0.33

The cost of collection from a delinquent credit customer per dollar
of credit sales

$0.03

The variable cost of collecting from a defaulted customer

0

The percentage of the amount owed by defaulted customers that

100%

remains uncollected

The present value of the profit from future purchases by a current period

credit customer who repays

$6.98

The present value of the difference between the profits from cash purchases
made by a credit customer who repays and the profits from cash purchases
that the credit customer would have made had credit not been extended

Systemic credit department costs per customer

—$3.00
$0.50

*ln order to reflect the time value of money completely, we should discount to present

value each of the benefits and costs from granting credit. For ease of computation and
for clarity in describing our model, we have approximately accounted for the time

cepting given that information, and
the expected value of rejecting
given that information.
From the data in Tables 6 and
7 we can construct the decision
tree shown in the figure on page
This decision tree shows the
expected value of the various de
cision choices facing the company.
The numbers in parentheses
the figure represent the probabili
ties of receiving the adjacent in
formation and are computed from
Table 5.

value of money through the term "the cost of capital invested in accounts receivable."

Evaluating ‘more info.’
TABLE 2

events represented by the intersec
tion of the rows and columns. The
numbers in the margins are the
probabilities of occurrence of the
that they are opposite.
The data shown in Tables 3-6
can be obtained through sampling
and the use of the formula for
conditional probability. For exam
ple, to derive Table 3, the company
could take a sample of bad cus
tomers (adjusted for rejected ap
plicants) and determine what per
centage scored I1, I2, and I3. These
percentages would be estimates of
P(Ik/bad) where k = 1, 2, 3. From
the definition of conditional prob
ability
know that P(Ik/bad) =
P(Ik/bad) ÷ P(bad) and P(Ik/
good) = P(Ik/good) ÷ P(good)
we can therefore calculate the
values of the entries in Table 3,
i.e., P(Ik/bad) and P(Ik/good).
The same procedure could be used
to determine the entries in Tables
4, 5,
6.
The entries in Tables 3, 4, and
5 are related to the entries in Ta
ble 6. For example, the sum of
48

(Rg,I3,G) + (Rg,I2,G) + (Rg,I1,G)
in Table 6 equals the value of
(Rg,G) in Table 4; the sum of
(I1,Rg,G) + (I1,Rf,G) + (I1,Rp,G)
in Table 6 equals the value of
(I1,G) in Table 3; the sum of
(Rg,I3) + (Rg,I2) + (Rg,I1) in
Table 6 equals the value for Rg in
Table 5, etc.
Using the equation for condition
al probability in conjunction with
the data in Tables 3 and 6, we
can determine the P( pay/certain
information) and the P(no pay/
certain information).5 Knowing P
(pay/certain information) and P
5As an alternative to constructing Tables
3 and 6, Bayes’ Theorem could be used
to estimate the P( pay/certain informa
tion). For example, P(pay/I ) = P
(pay/no information) • P(I3/pay) -4[P(pay/no information) • P(I3/pay) +
P(I3/no pay) • P(no pay/no informa
tion)].
For the sake of clarity and because
we shall have other uses for the data
shown in Tables 3 and 6, we have chosen
to determine the P( pay/certain informa
tion) from the tables rather than from
Bayes’ theorem.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol4/iss3/10

Working from the bottom of the
decision tree toward the top, we
determine the worth of the alterna
tive “more info.” by multiplying
the probability of receiving a par
ticular piece of information times
the payoff from the best strategy
given the information. For exam
ple, if I3 is the score derived from
an applicant’s credit application
form, in order to evaluate the
worth of the alternative “more
info.” we calculate the sum of the
following: the probability of Rg
occurring times the payoff from
the best strategy given Rg plus the
probability of Rf occurring times
the payoff from the best strategy
given Rf plus the probability of Rp
occurring times the payoff from the
best strategy given Rp. Therefore,
the expected value of “more info.”
if the applicant scored I3 is (0.53)
(0.31X + 1.90) + (0.32) (0.26X
+ 1.70) + (0.15) (0.18 + 1.42)
= 0.27X + 1.76.
We have placed the expected
value of additional information be
side the strategy designated “more
info.” Note that in some cases the
equation for the expected value of
“more info.” depends upon the size
of the applicant’s credit order. This
result occurs because the relative
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: Management
Services,
Vol. 4, No.+3, May-June
issue]
Probabilistic Relationships Between Credit
$0.5 [0.16(40)
1.34] = 1967
$5.77[wholeThe
desirability of the accept
versus
Application Blank Scores and Payment
per credit applicant.
reject strategies may depend upon
Proceeding in a similar fashion,
the
of X. For example, in the
Doesn't Pay
Pays
we find that the expected value of
branch of the tree for Rp given I2
0.444
0.026
0.47
the strategy “accept all credit ap
the strategy accept is more desir
I2
0.222
0.078
0.30
plicants on the basis of zero in
able than the strategy reject for
I1
0.074
0.156
0.23
all X<$8.72. However, for X>
formation” equals $3.79 per credit
1
0.74
0.26
applicant. The incremental worth
$8.72, the strategy reject is more
of the optimal strategy relative to
desirable. Therefore, the worth of
TABLE 3
“more info.” given I2 is designated
this one is +$1.98 per credit ap
by one equation for X<$8.72 and
plicant.
one equation for X>$8.72.
The expected value of the strat
The Probabilistic Relationships Between Credit
Bureau Reports and Payment
egy “process
application blank
for each credit applicant and then
Doesn't Pay
Pays
Decision rules
accept or reject” equals $5.53 per
0.41
0.04
Rg
0.37
Analyzing the decision tree, we
credit applicant. The incremental
0.35
Rf
0.09
0.26
find that the retail company should
0.24
worth of the optimal strategy rela
Rp
0.11
0.13
accept all first orders for
than
tive to this one is +$0.24 per cred
1
0.26
.74
or equal to $7.66 without obtain
it applicant.
ing any information about the cred
The expected value of the strat
TABLE 4
it applicant. For orders greater
egy “process
application blank
than $7.66, the credit applicant
and buy a credit bureau report for
size distribution of orders shown
should be required to fill out a
each credit applicant and then ac
in
Table 8, this expected value per
credit application form. Applicants
cept or reject” equals $4.98 per
credit
applicant equals $9.15. This
scoring I1 should be rejected. If the
credit applicant. The incremental
is
$3.38
greater than the expected
applicant scores I2 and
order
worth of the optimal policy rela
value
of
the optimum policy the
is $28 or below,
order should
tive to this one is $0.79 per credit
company
now
follows based on the
be accepted. However, if
order
applicant.
information
presently
used. This
is greater than $28, a credit bu
For
company, the preceding
means
that
the
company
could af
reau report should be purchased.
calculations indicate that neither a
ford
to
spend
up
to
$3.38
for ad
If the applicant receives a good
policy of “eyeballing” all credit
ditional
information
per
credit
ap
(Rg) or fair (Rf) credit bureau re
applicants nor purchasing credit
plicant if it felt that such informa
port, his order should be accepted.
bureau reports for all applicants
tion would allow it to distinguish
If he receives a poor (Rp) credit
will be as successful as following
perfectly between applicants who
bureau report, his order should be
a sequential strategy involving ac
would and who would not pay.
rejected. Applicants scoring I3
cepting some applicants immedi
If the company could adopt
should be accepted.
ately, some
the basis of the
some procedure that would ensure
If the company knew the
application blank, and some after
that all applicants would pay, e.g.,
distribution of first orders from
purchasing a credit bureau report.
change its collection policy, the ex
new credit applicants it could de
If the company had perfect in
pected
value per applicant would
termine the expected dollar value
formation, i.e., it knew which ap
equal
$12.37.
This expected value
per applicant of the optimal strat
plicants would pay and which
is
$6.60
greater
than the expected
egy, the strategy “accept all credit
would not, the expected value per
value
of
the
optimum
policy now
applicants on the basis of
in
credit applicant would equal
followed
based
on
the
information
formation,” and the strategy “proc
0.244X
$2.58. Based upon the
ess an application blank and buy
a credit bureau report for each
credit applicant and then accept
or reject.”
For example, assume that Table
TABLE 5
8 on page 54 contains the size
The Probabilistic Relationships Between Credit Application
distribution of orders from new
Blank Scores and Credit Bureau Reports
credit applicants. Based on Table
8 and the figure
page 53, the
Rp
Rg
expected value of the optimal strat
I3
0.25
0.15
0.07
0.47
egy equals $0.05 [0.05(1)+2.44]
I2
0.11
0.11
0.08
0.30
+ $0.05 [(4) + 2.44] + $0.05 [0.05
I1
0.05
0.09
0.09
0.23
(6) 4- 2.44] 4- $0.05 [0.14(8) +
0.41
0.24
1
0.35
1.75] + $0.3 [0.14(20) + 1.75] +
May-June, 1967
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In addition to aiding a company in determining optimum credit screening policy. ..

TABLE 6
The Probabilistic Relationships Between Credit Application
Blank Scores, Credit Bureau Reports, and Payment

Pays

Doesn't Pay

Rg,I3

0.244

0.006

2

0.100

0.010

0.11

Rg,I1

0.026

0.024

0.05

Rf,l3

0.140

0.010

0.15

Rf,I2

0.080

0.030

0.11

Rf,I1

0.040

0.050

0.09

0.060

0.010

0.07

Rp,I2

0.042

0.038

0.08

Rp,I1

0.0080

0.082

0.09

R

0.74

0.26

0.25

1

In addition to aiding a company
in determining optimum credit
screening policy, the information
shown in the decision tree can also
aid in profit planning and in con
trolling costs associated with credit
granting. For example, assume
that the company has 1,000 new
credit applicants per month. Of
these 1,000 applicants, 150 will
be accepted without processing
information about them. Of
these 150, 50 have average order
sizes of $1, 50 have average order
sizes of $4, and 50 have average
order sizes of
So total sales to
this group equals $550. Net ac
counting profit6 equals $47.50.

Information should be gathered
for 850 of the 1,000 credit appli
cants. Of the 850, 400 will score
I3 and be accepted. For this group,
24 have an average order size of
$8,
have
average order size
of $20,
235 have
average
order size of $40. Total sales to
those applicants scoring I3 equal
$12,412. Net accounting profit
equals $2,951.24, bad debt expenses
equal $744.72, credit screening
costs equal $200,
24 applicants
default.
Of the 850 credit applicants for
whom more information is gath
ered, 255 score I2. Of these, 105
are accepted without the pur
chase of a credit bureau report.
The average size of orders from
these 105 is $18.29. The remaining
150 require the purchase of credit
bureau reports. The average order
size from these is
The total
value of orders from those scoring
I2 is $7,920.45, net accounting prof
it equals $305.65, bad debt ex-

6 Net accounting profit reflects deductions
for bad debt expenses and credit screen
ing costs. Net accounting profit does not
include the present value of future profits
and the foregone profits from cash sales
attributable to credit selling. When these
two parameters are removed from the
expected value equation, we
that

the equation for net accounting profits
equals 1.07PX-0.74X-$0.5-E. While con
sideration of the present value of future
profits and the foregone profits from
cash sales is necessary for determining
the optimum procedure to use in credit
screening, they
not be included
when calculating net accounting profit.

presently used and the existing
collection policy. The $6.60 repre
sents the maximum amount that the
company could afford to spend
per applicant to make payment
certain.

Forecasting and planning
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penses equal $1,302.12, credit
screening costs equal $277.50, and
47 customers default. Thirty-nine
of those scoring I2 are rejected up
on receipt of a bad credit bureau
report. The total dollar value of
orders from these 39 credit appli
cants equals $1,560.
Of the 850 credit applicants for
whom more information is gath
ered, 195 score I1, and are rejected.
The total dollar value of orders
from this
equals $6,056.70,
and the cost of screening equals
$97.50.
For each 1,000 credit applicants,
company can expect the total
value of orders to equal $26,939.15,
the dollar value of rejected credit
orders to equal $7,616.70 or 28.27
per cent of
amount, and the
dollar value of credit sales to equal
$19,322.45. Total accounting profit
will equal $3,209.39, bad debt ex
penses will equal $2,189.34 or 11.33
per cent of credit sales, cost of
processing credit application blanks
will equal $425, cost of credit
bureau reports will equal $150, and
110 customers may be expected to
default.

Basis of rejection
Two hundred thirty-four of each
1,000 credit applicants will be re
jected. Of these, 39 will be reject
ed as a result of information de
termined from the credit bureau
reports, and 195 will be rejected
on the basis of application form
information. Seven hundred sixtysix of each 1,000 credit applicants
will be accepted. Of these, 150
will be accepted on the basis of
information, 505 will be ac
cepted
the basis of the appli
cation form, and 111 will be ac
cepted
the basis of the credit
bureau report.
Knowing these values per 1,000
new credit applicants, the company
can set control standards for new
credit applicants. By estimating the
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expected number of new credit
applicants in future periods, the
company can derive a budget ap
plicable to new credit applicants.
By repeating the analytical proc

ess for add-on-orders from estab
lished customers, screening deci
sion rules, control standards, and
budgets can be set for
cus
tomers as well.

Sensitivity analysis
The validity of credit screening
decision rules, control standards,
and budgets depends upon the
continuation of past relationships
into the future. Changes in the
equations for the expected value
of economic and accounting profit,
the probability of default given no
information, the cost of informa
tion,
the relative discrimina
tory power of the stages used in
credit screening will affect the de
cision rules and the profit meas
In addition, changes in the
size distribution of orders, while
not affecting the decision rules,
will affect the magnitude of the
benefits and costs from credit sell
ing.
In order to show the sensitivity
of optimum decision rules and of
the worth of information to
changes in certain parameters, we
shall recalculate the worth of in
formation and decision rules when
each of the following changes oc
curs: (1) the variable cost percent
age of producing and seling goods
for credit changes from 0.67 to
0.85, (2) the cost of credit bureau
reports rises from
to $2, (3)
the probability of default given
information falls from 0.26 to 0.09,
and (4) the credit application
stage becomes less discriminatory
relative to the credit bureau re
port stage. Finally, we shall show
how changes in the size distribu
tion of orders can affect the dollar
value of the worth of information
the number of customers that
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are accepted or rejected at a par
ticular stage of information gath
ering.

Equation changes with cost
When analyzing the effects of a
change in the variable cost per
centage of producing and selling
for credit, we assume that the
probabilistic relationships shown in
Tables 3-6 still hold but derive a
new equation for the expected val
ue of accepting a credit applicant.
If the variable cost percentage
producing and selling goods for
credit changes from 67 per cent to
85 per cent, the equation for the
expected value of accepting a cred
it applicant changes from P(X)
1.07 + $3.98P-0.74X - $0.50 - E
to PX(1.07) + P($1.49) - 0.93X
— $.50 — E. After constructing a
new decision tree,
find that the
new decision rules are these: Ac
cept all credit applicants whose
orders are $3.57 or less on the
basis of zero information. If an
order is greater than $3.57, have
the applicant fill out
application
form. An applicant scoring I1
should be rejected. If he scores I2
and his order is $4.28 or less, ac

cept him. If he scores I2 and his
order is greater than $4.28 but less
than or equal to $68, reject him.
If he scores I2 and
order is
greater than $68, buy a credit bur
eau report. If he
a good (Rg)
credit bureau report, accept him.
If he has a fair (Rf) or poor (Rp)
credit bureau report, reject him.
If he scores I3 and his order is $111
or less, accept him. If he scores I3
and
order is greater than $111,
buy a credit bureau report. If he
has a good (Rg) or fair (Rf)
credit bureau report, accept him.
If, on the other hand, he has a poor
(Rp) credit bureau report, reject
him.
As a result of this increase in
the variable cost percentage of
goods produced and sold for cred
it, more applicants are required to
fill out application forms prior to
acceptance. The effect on the re
quired number of credit bureau
reports depends upon the size dis
tribution of orders larger than
More credit applicants are reject
ed, and the expected value of the
strategy “more info.” given no in
formation is
However, the
incremental value of “more info.”
compared to the strategy accept

TABLE 7
The Conditional Probabilities of an Applicant's Paying or Not Paying and the Expected Values

of Accepting or Rejecting an Applicant Given Certain Information

Information

Exp. Val. of Acc.

Exp. Val. of Rej.

P(pay/info.)

P(no pay/info.)

Given the Info.

Given the Info.

0

0.74

0.26

0.05X+2.44

I3

0.94

0.06

0.27X+2.74

I2

0.74

0.26

0.05X+1.94

— $ .50

1

0.32

0.68

— 0.04X+0.27

— $ .50

Rg,I3

0.98

0.02

0.31X4-1.90

— $1.50

Rg,l2

0.91

0.09

0.23X4-1.62

— $1.50

Given

0

— $ .50

Rg,I1

0.52

0.48

-0.18X+0.07

— $1.50

Rf,I3

0.93

0.07

0.26X+1.70

— $1.50

Rf,l2

0.73

0.27

0.04X+0.91

-$1.50

Rf,I1

0.44

0.56

— 0.27X —0.25

-$1.50

Rp,I3

0.86

0.14

-0.18X4-1.42

— $1.50

Rp,I2

0.52

0.48

-0.18X+0.07

— $1.50

R ,I1

0.09

0.91

— 0.64X—1.64

-$1.50
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all credit
applicants
on the
basis
of Vol.
equation
expected
value of
information is increased. Simi
accepting
the probabilistic re
lar results would ensue from assum
lationships shown in Table 5 still
ing that defaulting credit custo
apply but that changes occur in
mers make other purchases besides
Tables 3, 4,
6. If the nature
their initial order before they are
of the store’s clientele changes so
cut off from all further credit. In
that the expected proportion of
such cases, the expected loss per
applicants that default given
customer that defaults would be
information changes from 0.26 to
higher than in the preceding ex
0.09, optimum decision rules based
on a new decision tree are as fol
When analyzing the effects of a
lows: Accept all credit applicants,
change in the cost per credit bur
regardless of order
on the
eau report, we assume that both the
basis of zero information.

If the cost of credit bureau

reports increases, the same

number of applicants as in
the decision tree figure
zero
are required
to fill out

application forms, hut fewer
credit bureau reports

are purchased.

probabilistic relationships shown in
Tables 3-6 and the equation for
the expected value of accepting a
credit applicant still apply. If the
cost per credit bureau report in
creases from $1 to
optimum
decision rules based
a new de
cision tree are as follows: Accept
all credit applicants whose orders
are $7.66 or less on the basis of
zero information. If an order is
greater than $7.66 have the appli
cant fill out
application form.
An applicant scoring I1 should be
rejected. If he scores I2 and his
order is less than $47.80 accept
him. If he scores I2
his order
is greater than $47.80 buy a credit
bureau report. If he has a good
(Rg) or fair (Rf) credit bureau re
port accept him. If he has a poor
(Rp) credit bureau report reject
him. An applicant scoring I3 should
be accepted.
As a result of this increase in the
cost of credit bureau reports, the
same number of applicants as in
the decision tree figure are re
quired to fill out application forms
prior to acceptance, but fewer
credit bureau reports are pur
chased. More credit applicants are
accepted, but the absolute value
and the incremental value of the
strategy “more info.”
information compared to the strat
egy accept all credit applicants
based on zero information de
creases.

Changes in clientele
When analyzing the effects of a
change in the initial probability of
default, we
that both the
52
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‘More info.’ values change
As a result of this decrease in
the probability of default given no
information, no credit applicants
are required to fill out an applica
tion form, and no credit applicants
require the additional information
contained in a credit bureau report.
Of course, each applicant would be
required to furnish enough infor
mation to facilitate the creditor’s
billing and record keeping opera
tion. All credit applicants are ac
cepted and the absolute value of
the alternative “more info.” given
no information increases.
However, the incremental ex
pected value of the strategy “more
info.” given
information de
creases when compared to the ex
pected value of the strategy ac
cept all applicants based on zero
information.

Decision tree change
When analyzing the effects of an
increase in the discriminatory pow
er of the credit bureau report stage
relative to the credit application
stage, we assume that both the
equation for the expected value of
accepting and the probabilistic re
lationships shown in Tables 4 and
5 still apply but that changes oc
cur in Tables 3 and 5. If the dis
criminatory power of the credit
application stage decreases relative
to the credit bureau report stage,
optimum decision rules based on
a new decision tree are as follows:
Accept all credit applicants whose
orders are
than or equal to
Management Services
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O"INFO.

Info."

0.05 + 2.44

X + 1.93

0.14 X + 1.75
28.00

I3 (0.47)

l2 (0.30)

Acc.
0.05 X + 1.94

Rej.
— 0.50

0.27 X + 2.74

I1 (0.23)

Rej.
— 0.50

Rej.
—

— 0.4 X +

"More Info."

"More Info."

—

X —

—

X — 1.15
* 8.72 < X
— 1.50

"More Info.'
R (0.53)

Rp(0.15)

0.10 X + 0.55

Rp (0.39)

0.05 X + 0.95
0.31 X

Rej.
— 1.50

X
+ 1.42

Rej.
1.50

-0.18 X
+

Rf (0.32)

0.26 X
+ 1.70

Rej.
— 1.50

— 0.64 X
— 1.64

Rej.
— 1.50

Rf (0.39)

Reg.
— 1.50

-0.27 X
— 0.25

Rp (0.26)

Rg (0.37)

0.23 X
+ 1.62

Rej.
— 1.50

Rej.
— 1.50

-0.18 X
+ 0.07

Rej.
1.50

R (0.37)

Rej.
— 1.50

X
+ 0.91

Decision Tree

For Use in Setting Optimal Credit Screening Policy
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The Size Distribution
of Orders
from and
NewControls,
Credit Applicants
Management Services: A Magazine
of Planning,
Systems,
Vol. 4 [1967], No. 3, Art. 10
Where X Equals the Size of the Order

Order Size

Per Cent of Orders

0<X≤1.92

Average Value

$ 1.00

1.92<X≤4.63

5

4.63<X≤7.66

7.66<X≤8.72
8.72<X≤28.00
X>28.00

4.00
6.00

5

8.00

30
50

20.00

40.00

TABLE 8

$24.60
the basis of zero infor
mation. If an order is greater than
$24.60, have the applicant fill out
an application blank. If the appli
cant scores I1, purchase a credit
bureau report. If the credit bureau
report is good (Rg), accept the
applicant; if the credit bureau re
port is poor (Rp), reject him. If
the credit bureau report is fair
(Rf), accept the applicant if his
order is less than or equal to
$108.50
reject him if his order
is greater than $108.50. If the ap
plicant scores I2, purchase a credit
bureau report. If the credit bureau
report is good (Rg) or fair (Rf)
the applicant should be accepted;
if the credit bureau report is poor
(Rp), the applicant should be re
jected. If the applicant scores I3
and his order is less than or equal
to $61.50, accept him. If the appli
cant scores I3
his order is
greater than $61.50 purchase a
credit bureau report. If the credit
bureau report is good (Rg) or fair
(Rf), the applicant should be ac
cepted; if the credit bureau report
is poor (Rp), the applicant should
be rejected.
As a result of this decrease in
the discriminatory power of the
credit application stage relative to
the credit bureau report stage,
fewer credit applicants are re
quired to fill out credit application
blanks prior to acceptance. How
ever, for those filling out credit
application blanks, more credit
bureau reports are purchased.
Whether or not more or fewer
credit applicants are accepted in
total depends upon the
distri
bution of incoming orders. Cer
tainly, more are accepted at the
54

zero information stage, but fewer
are accepted at the I3, I2, I1 stages
and beyond. Based upon the size
distribution of orders shown in
Table 8, more credit applicants will
be accepted than in
initial case.
The absolute value and the incre
mental value of the strategy “more
info.” given zero information de
creases when compared with the
strategy accept all credit applicants
based on
information.

Changes in order size
Finally, when analyzing the ef
fects of a change in the
distri
bution of incoming orders, we must
assume that both the equation
for the expected value of accept
ing
the probabilistic relation
ships shown in Tables 3-6 do
change.
If the average size of incoming
orders increases for each of the
ranges of order size shown
Ta
ble 8 and the percentage of small
orders decreases, the optimal deci
sion rules will not change. How
ever, for a given number of credit
applicants the expected total dollar
value of the strategy “more info.”
given no information will increase
and the expected total dollar value
of the strategy “accept”
no
information will probably decrease.
We say probably because the per
centage of orders less than $7.66
will decrease, but the average val
ue of all orders less than $7.66
will increase. Fewer applicants will
be accepted
the basis of zero
information, more will be accept
ed after scoring I3, more will be
rejected after scoring I1, more will
be accepted
the basis of scoring
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I2 alone, more will be accepted on
the basis of receiving Rg/I2 and
Rf/I2, and more will be rejected on
the basis of receiving Rp/I2.

Summary
In summary, we developed a
model based
probability theory
and sequential decision theory for
determining optimal credit screen
ing procedures and the worth of
information in consumer credit
screening. After using our approach
to determine optimal credit screen
ing policy for a hypothetical retail
creditor,
reached the follow
ing conclusions:
1. Optimal policy is a function
of credit order size.
2.
model can be used to
aid in controlling credit depart
ment operations and in forecasting
accounting profits or losses from
credit granting, credit screening ex
penditures,
bad debt expenses.
3. Optimal credit screening pro
cedures and the worth of informa
tion are sensitive to changes in the
variable cost percentage of pro
ducing
selling for credit, the
cost of credit bureau reports, the
initially estimated probability of
default based on zero information,
the discriminatory power of
the credit application stage rela
tive to the credit bureau report
stage.
4. A change in the
distribu
tion of incoming orders affects the
dollar value of the expected worth
of additional information and the
number of credit applicants who
are accepted or rejected at each
stage of the credit screening proc
ess.
Management Services
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Many companies that keep close control over most cost
and profit aspects of their assets neglect completely
their investment in real
and buildings. Yet con
tinuing attention here may offer handsome possibilities
for substantial savings —

COSTLY FIXED ATTITUDES
TOWARD FIXED ASSETS
by William J. Bolger
Howard P. Hoffman Associates, Inc.

investment in
costs re
A well known company owned a
lated to fixed assets deserve
plant built in stages from 1880 to
continuing close attention. Fixed1965. The buildings had been put
to hard use,
maintenance had
assets, whether owned or leased,
been deferred for a number
are a necessary ingredient of every
because of divisional operat
business. If the management and
ing losses. To stem continuing
control of
necessary ingredient
losses and
heavy carrying
are treated positively
a con
costs, the plant was
quickly
structive and creative manner, these
for one million dollars, more than
assets can become significant con
three
its net book value.
tributors to financial success. Con
The purchaser, a real estate in
versely, if fixed assets are regarded
vestor, spent $75,000 demolishing
with a negative attitude or are un
the buildings
six months later
intentionally ignored, hidden and
sold the land for $4,800,000.
unnecessary costs often result.
An important company had an
Consider the following examples
of the unsatisfactory results that
option to purchase a building in
which it leased part of the total
apathy can produce:
he

T
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space. Under the terms of the op
tion, the option would be canceled
if the company failed to approve
a lease for space it did not lease
the building. The landlord tendered
a lease for approval and in the
waiver included the language: “The
optionee consents to this lease
cancels its purchase option.” The
optionee was not compelled to
agree but did so indifferently, later
stating, “We
not want to be in
the real estate business.” Post
script: The optionee could have
sold the option for $350,000, con
tinued as a tenant, and still avoided
being in the real estate business.
Contrast the excellent results
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A building tenant who casually agreed to cancellation of a purchase option it
had on its building later found it could have sold the option for $350,000.

achieved by companies that re
garded a problem as
oppor
tunity:
Offered a settlement to vacate its
truck terminal and terminate its
lease, a company determined the
property’s true value through a
market analysis. It was able to ob
tain four times the settlement or
iginally offered. This money was
to construct facilities twice as
large with a carrying charge that
came to less than the old rental.
Another company timed a pur
chase, rental, and sale to occur
simultaneously
and
completed
structural changes in eleven weeks.
This action eliminated a long-term
$300,000 annual obligation on a
building that had been empty
three
and the company re
alized a $500,000 profit on the com
bined transaction.
These are just a few examples of
the experiences of corporations that
were “not
the real estate busi-

and

WILLIAM J. BOLGER
vice president of Howard
P.

Hoffman

Associates,

Inc., New York City. In
the past he was depart

ment head, audit opera
tions, at Guaranty Trust
Company of New York;

assistant
manager
of
loans, operations, and
customer services at First National City Bank;

and assistant treasurer at Crane Company.

ness.” The use of quotation marks
is deliberate; these words are fre
quently used to express the anti
pathy many corporate
feel toward real estate.
This antipathy is
some ways
surprising. Careful examination of
the financial statements of most
publicly or privately owned com
panies would show total net book
investments in fixed assets, includ
ing land, buildings,
machinery,
of between 35 per cent and 50 per
cent of net
(These percent
ages are before capitalizing on the
balance sheet certain leases tanta
mount to installment purchases, in
accordance with the accounting
procedure established
Opinion
No. 5 of the Accounting Principles
Board.) Business has an important
investment in real estate.

Necessary evil
Since
managers would pre
fer not to be in the real estate busi
ness, it is logical that they would
prefer to own or lease a minimum
amount of real estate consistent
with operational needs. There are
bases for this feeling.
Once the initial investment has
been made, land and buildings are
not usually regarded as measurable
contributors to profits. Ownership
of property involves the problems

Management Services
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costs related to an investment.
Such investment might involve
ing cash, the sale of
or
preferred stock, the creation
debt, or a combination of these.
Leasing, of
incurs a direct
cost payable from each sales dol
lar. Keeping the property invest
ment to a minimum permits funds
to be used profitably elsewhere,
thus tending to increase earnings.
Furthermore, the managements of
organizations not in the real estate
business naturally prefer to stress
the business they know best and
in which they are most qualified.
When antipathy toward being in
the real estate business is combined
with consideration of the large in
vestments and costs required to
house the business, the conclusion
that real estate is a “necessary evil”
is understandable. As a result, how
ever, the manager who regards
property negatively as a necessary
evil is unable to think construc
tively and positively about its profit
making potential.
When real estate is viewed as a
necessary evil,
appropriate pol
icy is to keep the investment in
and costs related to land and build
ings as low as possible. Here, how
ever, many companies fall down.
They fail to establish
execute
a consistent program for keeping
this investment
these costs at
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with
more
desirable
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a higher 1967
eco [wholeFor
operating requirements and profit
nomic use.
known company entered into a fif
objectives.
teen-year lease for a distribution
In analyzing a company’s fixed
All too often, as a result of ex
asset position, the manager should
branch in a Western
The
pansion, acquisitions, broadening
length of the lease was based on
keep in mind that real estate deci

of marketing
and other
sions are different from other busi
the company’s experience that
h had necessitated
relocating
needs at the time, sales offices,
extension.
ness decisions because the “prod
of 
laboratories, plants, warehouses,
facilities after fourteen or fifteen
uct” is different and the market is
and land for expansion are added
years.
different. Each property should be
At the tenth year, however, anal
year after year. It is
to over
analyzed as a separate business that
ysis of the lease costs and the
look
increases in investments
is required to earn a satisfactory re
business of the Western branch
costs when per share earnings
turn on the investment. The amount
suggested that the location would
are increasing and the total net
for which a plant can be leased to
be advantageous for ten or more
book value of land, buildings, and
provide fair value for both owner
additional years. As a result
machinery is remaining relatively
and renter should be determined,
negotiations with the lessor, man
constant or even declining. If busi
without reference to the fact that
agement was able to choose be
the company either leases or owns
ness conditions change, the result
tween purchase of the property at
a particular plant or warehouse.
may be unwise liquidations. A firm
an attractive price or an immediate
Even though the question of lease
policy for maximizing the invest
reduction of the rental upon execu
vs. ownership may have been con
ment
costs related to prop
tion of a lease
sidered at the time of a property’s
erty should be instituted when the
acquisition, the decision should be
economy and the company are
prospering.
reviewed periodically. If a property
Utilization analysis
is leased, at what price might there
Each property should be ana
be an advantage in purchasing it?
lyzed
in terms of its use to the
The
answer
in
terms
of
current
con
Positive program
basic business, the ways in which
ditions will not necessarily be the
A shift from negative attitudes
its utilization may be improved,
same as those reached earlier.
to a positive program can lead to
dramatic improvements in earnings
and freeing up of capital. Such a
program is outlined
the re
mainder of this article.
The investment
costs re
lated to land
buildings should
be reviewed frequently. This re
view necessitates preparation of a
full inventory of land and build
ings, either owned or leased, and
a full breakdown of the investment
and cost, including depreciation,
rent, taxes, insurance, and main
tenance. Photographs (including
aerials if possible), plot plans, sur
veys, and complete descriptions of
improvements should be part of
the resulting portfolio.
This material should be reviewed
periodically by key staff
line
personnel. Such a review will serve
as a reminder of the need for ac
tion
change as operational and
financial needs change. Compari
sons of maintenance, tax, and other
costs per square foot of similar
facilities will suggest the need for
appropriate programs. For example,
Many a company that has blithely added sales offices, laboratories,
high taxes may reveal discrimi
plants, and warehouse through years of rising sales has been
natory tax treatment or
reflect
forced to liquidate when business conditions changed radically.
changes that make the property
May-June, 1967
Published by eGrove, 1967
and
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There are many situations where property, while not causing an absolute
loss, would be far more valuable put to another use for the company.

and the effect on the business of
discontinuing its use. These factors,
again, apply whether the property
is owned or leased.
Often declining profitability at
a
location provokes a deci
sion to close down or relocate an
operation. Yet profitability analyses
should not be confined to opera
tions that are
trouble. There are
many profitable operations that
would be even more profitable if
they were relocated. With chang
ing conditions, formerly
layout and work flow patterns may
become inefficient without actually
making the operation unprofitable.
Many such situations can be cor
rected by renovation or rearrange
ment. Sometimes the property
would be more valuable
another
use and could be sold for enough
to replace the facility and improve
operations while reducing the capi
tal investment.
Each property should be ana
lyzed both
its present state for
its current use
in possible
modified states for
by another
company or for commercial or resi
dential use.
For example, a well known re
tailer for many
had occupied
a building as its headquarters and
principal store under a long-term
lease. With ten
remaining
on the lease, it obtained from the
landlord a settlement payment
equal to five years’ rent to cancel
its lease
move. This arrange
ment permitted the retailer to move
to a better location
a
modern building. The landlord also

profited since he converted the
building for office use and im
proved his return.
Total costs of fixed assets should
be added up, and regular fixed
asset cost and investment budgets
should be established for use in
conjunction with other key budgets.
This is a basic but often neglected
procedure.
The well known discipline of a
specific budget is just as effective
controlling property costs as in
controlling the costs of sales, ad
vertising, production, and other op
erations. In a review the customary
criteria used for all budgets will
apply.

Responsibility
The specific responsibility
supervising and controlling the con
tinuing investment in and costs re
lated to fixed assets should be as
signed to a key executive whose
primary training
orientation
are financial. His status
the or
ganization should be high enough
to permit him judiciously to cross
lines
authority in marketing,
finance,
production to assess
the priority
needs and to relate
such needs to financial objectives.
If the
of the company permits
it, this executive should be sup
ported by personnel experienced
in real estate
negotiations,
planning, engineering, construction,
taxation, and marketing. The ob
jective is to relate the business’
fixed
requirements to the real
estate business in order to mini
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mize immediate and longer-term in
vestments and costs.
Take the case of a large freight
forwarding company, which needed
a new terminal
offices adjacent
to a large city. An analysis
oper
ations had showed that profits
would be increased by this expan
sion if total annual rental costs
were $2.50 a square foot or less.
Operating personnel made tenta
tive arrangements to lease a build
ing to be constructed for the com
pany’s use at an annual rent of
slightly under $2.50 a square foot.
Analysis by real estate personnel
showed that the landlord would ob
tain
adequate return at about
half that rental. Factors analyzed
included the value of the land, ar
chitectural fees, construction costs,
plans
specifications, mortgage
financing,
the landlord’s pro
jected return on equity and residual
value. After correlating these fac
tors, with only slight modifications
the plans and specifications, the
real estate personnel succeeded
negotiating a lease for the same
term at $1.10 a square foot an
nually.
Negative attitudes toward fixed
assets should be changed to posi
tive and constructive policies. The
steps necessary to make this change
are simple to establish. Handsome
rewards can be attained with man
agement support on policy and
the attention of qualified person
nel. Fixed assets and the costs
related to them deserve much
greater attention than they are
getting.
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what people are writing about

BOOKS

Decision and Control by Stafford

Beer John Wiley &
Inc., New
York, 1966, 556 pages, $13.50.

One of the pioneers of operations
research explains what it is—or
should be—and how it can help
management.
Stafford Beer was one of the
scientists who first tried a wholly
new way of looking at tactical
strategic problems for the British
armed forces during World War
II. Since then he
been active

in the application to management
problems of what the British call
operational research.
His book, which is subtitled “The
Meaning of Operational Research
and Management Cybernetics,” is
far more than the usual listing of
OR techniques and applications—
although much of this is included.
It is a philosophical work, aimed
more at the manager than at the
operations researcher, that seeks to
explain
managers operate, how
scientists think, and where lies the
fruitful area of overlap.
Mr. Beer views OR not as a bag
of mathematical tricks but as a way
of thinking, a way which is,
es
sence, the scientific method. Con

tending, no doubt accurately, that
most laymen completely misunder
stand what the scientific method is,
he devotes a good deal of space to
explaining it before showing
it
can be used in management.
Then he goes on to discuss the
activity of operations research. He
shows how the concept of the
model is basic in prediction; ex
amines the theoretical nature of
models; specifies the role in model
description of mathematics, mathe
matical statistics, and symbolic
logic; and
in more or less
ordinary English the basic vocabu
lary of these formal languages of
science. Using case studies from
his own experience, he tells how

REVIEW EDITORS

In order to assure comprehensive coverage of magazine
articles dealing with management subjects, Management
Services has arranged with fifteen universities offering the
Ph.D. degree in accounting to have leading magazines in
the field reviewed on a continuing basis by Ph.D. candi
dates under the guidance
the educators listed, who
serve as L.
the review board for this department
Manage
ment Services. Unsigned reviews have been written by
members
the magazine’s staff.
Jim G. Ashburne, The University of Texas, Austin
E. J. Blakely, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Thomas J. Burns, The Ohio State University, Columbus
George Prater, University of Washington, Seattle
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This4 [1967],
book isNo. 3,attempt
Services:
Planning, Systems,
Controls, Vol.
Art. 10 to change
costs; ofbudgetary
control; and
responsi
OR can be Management
used to analyze
manA Magazine
that.
agement systems and to aid in fore
bility accounting; PERT; and the
The book is the product of two
management audit.
casting.
years of study of the organization
All
although beautifully
and financial planning and control
written, is rather heavy going, and

procedures of the meat industry.
the book gets
more
difficult
when
an
But it is more prescriptive than
the author presents cybernetics,
Paperwork Flow Charting, Cap
descriptive.
Its primary purpose is
the science of control and com
stone Bookpress (6126 West 64th
to
show
meat
company executives
munication, and its relation to OR
Avenue, Arvada, Colorado 80002),
how
the
techniques
that work in
models. He concludes with
1967, 38 pages, $2.
other industries can be applied to
analysis of the implications for in
theirs. It will serve as the basis
dustry, government, and interna
This manual teaches a system for
for
a home
course given by
tional relations.
using American Standard flow
the
American
Meat
Institute.
This is not
easy book. It con
chart symbols, originally designed
The
principal
topics
covered in
tains little mathematics, but the
for electronic and automatic data
clude
profit
planning,
marketing
in
mathematical ideas are there, and
processing systems, to chart the
formation
requirements,
control
of
even when translated into English
flow of paperwork through an of
procurement
and
slaughtering
(
pro
they require some effort to follow.
fice.
duction ), costing, cost control, man
As the author says, “The insights”
agement
of capital expenditures,
to be communicated “are not trivial
The flow charting system illus
and
management
reporting.
ones,
they have to be fabri
trated in this paperback volume
Some
of
this
is
specific to meat
cated of sophisticated concepts and
was based on one developed by
packing,
for
example,
the heavy
terms.”
the Management Engineering Divi
emphasis
on
purchasing,
yields, and
It is, however, a fascinating and
sion of the Air Force Accounting
cutting
decisions.
Some
is not; the
important book. Anyone
is
and Finance Center. It may be
chapter
the
management
of
willing to make the effort to read it
used to chart either the people or
capital
expenditures
could
have
will have a much clearer idea of
the product in the paperwork flow;
been written for almost
in
the direction in which management
this is not true of ADP-EDP flow
dustry.
The
overall
approach,
is inevitably heading.
chart systems, the publisher claims.
ever, has wide applicability, par
A set of cut-out templates is pro
ticularly
to companies producing
vided. (These are American Stan
joint
products
and by-products.
dard flow chart symbols). Then
Data Processing and How to Con
trol Costs, Canadian Institute of

Chartered Accountants, Toronto,
1966, 48 and 46 pages, respectively,
$2 each.

the reader is told, in language
geared to the elementary school
level, what to do with them.
This system may or may not be
superior to others. It seems ade
quate to the task,

These two paperback booklets
are reprints of articles from the in
stitute's magazine.
Each of these pubheations re
prints nine articles relating to the
subject of the booklet that orig
inally appeared in The Canadian
Chartered Accountant.
Data Processing covers such top
as equipment characteristics,
computer selection, programing,
the computer in the management
information system, and selection
and training of EDP personnel.
Three case studies are drawn from
the pulp
paper, oil, and steel
industries.
Among the subjects of articles in
How to Control Costs are control
of material, labor, and clerical
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Financial Planning and Control
in the Meat Industry by Price

Waterhouse & Co. in cooperation
with The Accounting Committee
the American Meat Institute, Amer
ican Meat Institute, Chicago, 1967,
273 pages, $6.
Although this model planning
and control system is tailored to
meat packing, much of it is equally
applicable to other industries.
Meat packing is one of the na
tion’s oldest
largest industries.
It is not, however, one of the na
tion’s most modern, at least in
terms of management techniques.
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MAGAZINES
Day of Reckoning? by Barton M.
Biggs, Barrons, April 3, 1967.

This article is an effort to throw
cold water on the stock market’s in
fatuation with what the author calls
“the practicing conglomerate,” one
that relies primarily on a continu
ous string of acquisitions for its
growth rather than on internal ex
pansion and cultivation of present
markets.
The motivation for the practice
of continuous merger lies in the
synergistic effect
the magic
earnings per share figure that is
realized with each acquisition.
(Synergism, as defined by Web
ster’s Dictionary, is “the coopera
tive action of discrete agencies
that the total effect is greater than
Management Services
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Services, Vol.accounting
4, No. 3, May-June
1967 [whole
the sum of the two effects
taken
the issue]
variable costs of production.
unsuspected
ambiguity
Yet the manager of the marketing
independently.”)
or deficiency it can, through con
The reasons why “two and two
division bases
sales and pricing
tinued acquisitiveness, permanently
cannot indefinitely continue to
decisions on transfer prices that
inflate its earnings per share ratio.
equal five” given in the article
include
costs and negotiated
It should be noted that in the
should be of interest to all seg
divisional profits. The components
examples cited to illustrate these
ments of the business community.
of the fraction resulting in ROI,
practices there is
mention of
Of particular interest to account
other considerations that might
i.e., net profit over investment, are
ants, however, is the way that cer
lead an accountant to the same
also inappropriate. Net income can
tain accounting ambiguities of
choice of an alternative procedure
be determined under a variety of
principle give aid and comfort to
or to the same course of action.
accounting methods, and the data
the practicing conglomerate.
Nevertheless, the author’s implied
included may not be the best to
Unfortunately, the controversy
criticism of accounting does not ap
use in evaluating the performance
over accounting for acquisitions re
pear to be the result of only casual
of a division manager. The invest
mains unsettled, providing an

The impression, if it
observation.
ment base may not include many
zero.
ly flexible
noless
for less
courting
fixed
defi
on his tool
is only an impression, that Mr.
assets, such as R&D. Of those as
the stock market assume
with synergism.
Biggs has expressed is serious
sets which are included many rep
With apparent disregard for con
enough to warrant immediate at
resent original costs and have no
sistency and uniformity, the prac
tention from all accountants before
relationship to current economic
ticing conglomerates have account
the Securities and Exchange Com
value. Additionally, both the nu
ed for acquisitions by whichever
mission or another agency takes the
merator and the denominator in
method gives the best reported re
initiative, as predicted in the ar
clude allocations of sunk costs

sult in each case. Essentially this
ticle.
which have nothing to do with
means that acquisitions at
than
Robert G. May
current operations.
book value have been treated as
Michigan State University
In short, the authors are sug
purchases and those at greater than
gesting that ROI must be replaced
book value as poolings of interests
by a better management control
by the same acquiring company.
system. The purpose of a manage
In addition, Mr. Biggs points out
ment
control system is to cause
New System for Divisional Con
that practicing conglomerates find
the
best
decisions to be made for
trol by Bruce D. Henderson and
it advantageous to effect acquisi
the
benefit
of the entire enterprise.
John Dearden, Harvard Business
tions in exchange for securities con
All
transfers
of goods and services
Review, September-October, 1966.
vertible into common stock at a
between divisions should be re
later date. The immediate, if short
ported at marginal costs. Market
The return on investment stan
lived, effects are an increase in
prices
should be used only where
dard for measuring divisional per
financial leverage and a more favor
there
is
a real market for the prod
formance has been criticized for
able earnings per share ratio than
uct.
Each
profit center should be
failure to stimulate managers to
would otherwise be the case. The
controlled
the basis of three
work toward corporate rather than
same is true, according to the au
budgets: a contribution budget, a
divisional goals. These authors have
thor, of “so-called contingent stock
fixed- and managed-cost budget,
a substitute to offer.
arrangements.” Although these ar
and a capital budget.
rangements do have other merit in
In a “return on investment”
that they tend to “hold” the man
(ROI) system, these authors say,
Contribution budget
agement of the acquired company,
the manager is motivated to select
they nevertheless cause dilution of
that course of action which best
The contribution budget is the
earnings per share some time sub
optimizes his area of authority, a
basic tool for controlling month-tosequent to the period of acquisi
course that may not always be the
month operations. It consists of
tion.
expected revenues
variable
best decision for the company as a
The acquiring firm under these
whole. Transfer prices are deter
costs. If a division’s total revenues
circumstances has not been com
mined, in the absence of an out
consist of intracompany sales
pelled by good accounting practice
side market, by negotiation, a proc
priced at standard variable costs,
to recognize the possibility of fu
its budgeted contribution is
ess that may result in
than
ture dilution of earnings per share.
optimum decisions.
The measure of control for such
Furthermore, it could compensate
divisions is actual versus budgeted
For example,
a manu
for actual later dilution by effecting
contribution and the reasons for
facturing division transfers its prod
another similar acquisition. The
the
variances. As material is trans
ucts to the selling division at stan
“practicing conglomerate,” by
ferred
at marginal cost, the full
dard cost plus a profit on invest
impact
of a change in volume is
ment. The relevant costs from the
nition, does exactly that. Thus by
assigned to the division responsible
view of the entire enterprise are
taking advantage of a heretofore
May-June, 1967
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marketing
costs. Systems,
Then weand
make
a
compensating
for the sale.Management
Those divisions
sell
Services:
AMagazine
of Planning,
Controls,
Vol.
4 [1967], No.adjustments
3, Art. 10 could be
made, e.g., cost improvements over
killing.” The analysis necessary for
ing to outside customers have a
capital investment decisions is not
the year could be made part of the
budget consisting of potential out
division
manager’s compensation.
part
of
the
control
system.
The
side revenue less variable costs of
only
time
the
control
system
should
Thirdly,
if
a manager is not charged
production.
be brought in is when capital ex
with the value of the assets he uses,
penditure decisions are related to
what incentive will he have for
Managed-cost budget
getting rid of unused assets? This
subsequent budgets, i.e., whether
The managed-cost budget con
the new capital expenditure will
is the opposite problem of that
sists of the fixed manufacturing
decrease manufacturing expenses
presented by the ROI system,
costs, the marketing costs incurred
and/or labor costs for the current
where a manager may have an in
before the point of sale, the R&D
year. (If so, it should be reflected
centive to get rid of assets that are
costs,
the administrative costs.
in the division’s contribution budg
economical. The penalty is indi
Only cash costs are included; de
et.)
rect. Assets represent capacity, and
preciation and the allocation of
both production and revenue ex
previous investments are omitted.
pectations are geared to capacities.
Advantages
This budget is divided into two
The capability of the budget-set
The advantages of the proposed
ting group will determine whether
parts: the costs to maintain the
system are many. Transfer prices
present level of operations and the
there is a problem. But there is no
will no longer be a problem. The
costs of increasing or the savings
conflict of interests between divi
use of the marginal contribution
from decreasing the present level
sional and company goals. Per
budget means that the manager is
of operations.
formance will not be hurt by a
evaluated on the actions taken dur
failure to get rid of unused assets.
ing the period under review. Ac
ROI may still be useful, the
Capital budget
tions of previous managers in pre
authors conclude, where the cen
The capital budget represents a
vious periods will not affect current
tral group acts essentially as a
long-term commitment of resources
performance to the same extent as
holding company that is principally
that should not be authorized un
under other approaches. The fixedconcerned with long-run evalua
less the investments have been
and managed-cost budget will miti
tion. Most management control sys
analyzed in terms of the effect on
gate the tendency to take unwar
tems, however, are designed for
the corporation as a whole over
ranted action to improve short-term
short-run control. Here, ROI defi
time. Investment decisions do not
profits. It will eliminate the temp
nitely falls down.
belong in the control system but
tation to meet current profit goals
Shirley M. Arbesfeld, CPA
in the policy planning system. The
by reducing expenditures that
New York University
yearly cash flows or savings are
should pay off in the future, e.g.,
included in the appropriate year’s
R&D. The separate capital expen
contribution budget. These three
diture budget is useful. The method
budgets are tied together by in
of adjusting yearly contribution
Pricing Responsibilities and Cost
cluding in each year’s contribution
budgets by projected cash flows
Justification by Herbert
Whit
budget the effect of the managedand variances gives management a
ing, Management Controls, Febru
cost budget and the capital budget.
better chance to evaluate capital
ary, 1967.
The two principal advantages of
expenditures than can be achieved
the ROI system are that it provides
by conventional profit center
Pricing practices must be accept
a
for gauging the profitabil
ROI systems.
able not only to the firm but also
ity of segments of a company and
to customers, competitors, and gov
it serves to make the manager
ernmental regulatory agencies. Pos
Difficulties
responsible for the level of his in
sible retaliation resulting from offThere are several difficulties in
vestment. Will these benefits be
list pricing has important implica
adopting this system. One major
lost if the proposed system is
tions for pricing policy formula
adopted? The authors believe the
problem is the
of deter
tion.
knowledge of the profitability of a
mining marginal costs. Secondly,
segment of the company is aca
where no outside market exists for
“Prices have more influence on
demic if all segments are essential
a division’s products the level of
costs than costs have on prices,”
to the business. As for investment,
standard costs may be a source of
says Mr. Whiting. The quality of
the authors quote managers as say
contention. Those divisions that
products offered is determined to a
ing, “We can’t show a profit on
transfer goods at marginal costs
large extent by the price at which
the new plant until it is old be
will have no incentive to improve
the product can be sold. However,
cause of accelerated depreciation,
performance by developing new
economic theory, market informa
start-up expense, and incremental
tion, cost data, government regula
processes. The authors suggest that
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tions, and ethics are all relevant
in
the
changing
among
structures,
however, the author
: Management
Services,
Vol. 4, relationships
No. 3, May-June
1967 [whole
issue]
determining pricing policies for in
factors to be considered make any
suggests that the financial require
dustrial products.
long-run solution particularly diffi
ments for plant expansion will not
Prices set above or below the
cult. Thus, pricing policies must be
be as great as load growth. In con
market equilibrium price will tend
subjected to a continuing review
junction with
load growth the
to bring about a change in the price
if the goals of a company are to be
author foresees diversification and
through the normal operation of
achieved.
improvement in load factor. Since
the free market mechanism. Be
William R. Kinney, Jr., CPA
the electric utility industry is basi
cause of this tendency, off-list prices
Michigan State University
cally a fixed-cost industry, a less
for a firm
industry in which
than proportional increase in capi
prices are “soundly” established
tal investment in relation to load
are particularly dangerous because
growth would result
a reduction
of possible disruption of the en
Retail Electric Rates and the
in the amount of fixed costs per
tire pricing structure for the in
Consequences of Refinancing by
kilowatt hour of power generated.
dustry. Temporarily offered belowJohn S. Tarr Management Con
In addition, recent advances in
list prices may become the new
trols, October, 1966.
technology indicate that the vari
level of prices for the industry.
able portion of the cost per unit of
This author predicts higher loads,
power generated will not change.
higher financial costs, and lower
Therefore, even if additional fi
Price concessions
rates for electric utilities.
nancing and refinancing needs im
The obvious danger in special
pose greater financial costs upon
price concessions to selected cus
substantial portion (approxi
the utilities, these costs will prob
tomers is the risk of government
mately 72 per cent in 1964) of the
ably be offset by the increased
intervention under the authority of
capital structure of rural electric
volume of business and the more
the Robinson-Patman Act. The dis
cooperatives consists of Rural Elec
efficient utilization of investment.
count structure of a firm may re
trification Administration 2 per cent
The result will be that the unit
quire a re-examination of the under
Since prospects are that
cost of service to consumer will
lying cost factors that support the
growth in the electric utility indus
not rise and may even be reduced.
discount structure. Cost differences
try in the immediate future will
Blaine A. Ritts
may be due to the way in which
far outdistance the growth experi
Michigan State University
costs are accumulated or assigned.
enced in any comparable past pe
Approaches to cost justification de
riod, it can be expected that these
pend upon the type of product
utilities will have to rely even more
(standard product and usual quan
heavily upon debt to finance
Analyzing Overseas Investments
tities
from regular stock or
growth. However, legislation cur
by P
Gaddis, Harvard Busi
special production or quantities re
rently before Congress leads some
ness Review, May-June, 1966.
quired) and upon distribution con
individuals to suspect that the
siderations (large orders vs. small
availability of the low-interest REA
Determination of the probable
orders
large-volume customers
loans in the amount necessary to
return from an investment overseas
finance the asset acquisitions and
vs. small-volume customers).
presents special problems. This ar
replacements necessary to provide
The cost data necessary to sup
ticle outlines a method.
the productive capacity to meet
port a discount structure may not
this growth will be restricted in
be available from the existing ac
Statistics show that 1965 was the
the
future.
counting records of a particular
most active year ever for United
If such expectations are realized,
States industrial expansion over
firm, but the threat of action by the
the
rural electric borrowers will be
seas. When any business studies
Federal Trade Commission
forced to obtain the capital need
proposed foreign investments, only
make special cost studies to obtain
ed for
future expansion from
a small number will appear to be
the needed data desirable.
sources other than REA at consid
very profitable from the moment
Much of the difficulty and com
erably higher interest rates. Since
they are examined, while a great
plexity of the pricing problem is
debt service (principal and inter
many will receive slight considera
summarized by Mr. Whiting’s state
est payments) must be provided
tion before they are rejected. Be
ment that the “factors to be con
for
out
of
current
revenue,
higher
tween the “sure thing” investment
sidered in establishing price levels
and those immediately rejected are
interest
rates
and
a
greater
debt
for industrial products are . . . vari
a large number of investment proj
load could result in a substantial
able in importance and seldom sus
ects about which a proper deci
increase in retail electric rates.
ceptable to precise measurement.”
sion can be made only after care
In examining the probable ef
The lack of precise measurements
ful and complete analyses.
fects of growth and higher finan
on which to base a decision makes
The more sophisticated the anal
cial costs upon the utilities’ rate
any short-run solution difficult, and
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products
related Systems,
to those
yses the greater
the probability
Management
Services:of
A Magazine
of Planning,
andwhich
Controls, Vol. 4 [1967], No. 3, Art. 10
will
be
produced
overseas
and
from
selecting those proposals that have
new export activity at the foreign
real potential. Mr. Gaddis has out
operating unit resulting from its
lined a method by which all poten
increased capabilities to sell be
tially relevant types of corporate
HELP WANTED
yond the boundaries of its tradi
returns, or income, can be taken
tional natural markets. These fore
into account in comparing multiple
casts can be made empirically
overseas opportunities.
through the benefit of manage
ment’s experience in similar prod
Calculating return
uct lines.
4. Licensing income from in
Constructing the total projected
creased licensing opportunities for
return from a foreign investment
both the foreign and domestic op
is basically a process of quantifying
each advantage that is foreseen.
erating units. The additional in
When a United States corporation
come, Mr. Gaddis
must be
makes a foreign investment, man
carefully
realistically predicted
screen effectively, we start with the larg
agement can expect changes in
on the basis of product experience
est resources of competent candidates, and
each of the company’s four basic
and knowledge.
gradually narrow the field down to the
good prospects.
functions in international business:
5. Import income as a result of
(1) as an owner/operator of over
the importation from the overseas
ROBERT HALF is the largest specialist in
financial and systems employment. Our
seas industrial facilities; (2) as
unit to the U.S. unit of technology,
sources for available talent are almost un
exporter of products and services
product design, and hardware.
limited When you call R-H you start your
search with the few good prospects. We ef
from the United States; (3) as a
fectively eliminate all of those who
not
licensor of technology and manu
meet your most rigid specifications.
Possibility of loss
facturing methodology; and (4) as
6. Other income that may ac
an importer of products, compo
ROBERT HALF
crue from the foreign project but
nents, and technology from abroad.
PERSONNEL AGENCIES
is seriously threatened by eco
Every forecasted change in each
Baltimore: One Charles Center
(301)837-0313
(617)423-6440
Boston: 140 Federal St
nomic, political, or social change—
one of these four functions, as a
(312) 782-6930
Chicago: 333 N Michigan Ave
Cleveland: 1367 East 6th St.
(216)621-0670
or the possibility of loss from this
result of the proposed investment,
Dallas: 1170 Hartford Bldg.
(214) 742-9171
Detroit 1114 Guardian Bldg.
(313)961-5430
cause. These elements, although
can and should be quantified and
World's Largest Los Angeles: 3600 Wilshire Blvd. (213)381-7974
(212)986-1300
New York: 330 Madison Ave.
Financial &
(201)623-3661
Newark: 570 Broad St
difficult
to
quantify,
must
be
entered as an element of re
EDP Personnel Philadelphia: 2 Penn Center
(215)5684580
(412)471-5946
Pittsburgh: 429
Ave.
Specialists
s
:
1015
Locust
St
clearly
labeled
and
weighted
in
(314)231-0114
turn on investment.
San Francisco: 111 Pine St.
(415)434-1900
Stamford, Conn.: One Atlantic St. (203) 325-4158
accordance with corporate objec
tives.
Elements of return

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

The elements of a projected re
turn from an overseas industrial in
vestment are as follows:
1. Individual foreign income, or
net income from the foreign unit
based on its previous and continu
ing ability to supply existing mar
kets with its present management
and excluding any impact of the
merger of its resources with those
of the investing company.
2. Merger income, the addi
tional operating income of the
foreign unit as a result of the
merger of its own capabilities with
those of the investing company,
e.g., U.S. skills in cost reduction
inventory control.
3. Export income, additional
earnings that will accrue from
greater exports at each U.S. oper
ating unit which manufactures
64

Probability analysis
Management must be able to
identify each and every element
from which additional income or
loss will result. Since all invest
ments have an element of risk
uncertainty, the techniques of
probability analysis may next be
applied to each component of the
investment. (See David B. Hertz,
“Risk Analysis in Capital Invest
ment,” Harvard Business Review,
January-February, 1964, which was
reviewed in Management Services,
September-October ’64, p. 62).
Once investment projects are ana
lyzed as outlined, valid and realis
tic comparison can be made be
tween foreign investment projects.
Shirley
Arbesfeld, CPA
New York University
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REPRESENTATIVES WANTED — We
are looking for individuals or firms to
market our line of proprietary software
items in areas where we do not now
have representation. These items are
programming packages of proven utility
value to a wide range of computer
users.
are supported by extensive
national advertising in leading technical
publications and have achieved wide user
acceptance in a short period of time.
Satisfied users include many of the most
prestigious firms
country. To qual
ify, you or your organization must be
familiar with and calling on users of
computers your area. knowledge of
computer software would be helpful but
not essential. For further information,
write to Box 539.
RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Oppor
tunities and Miscellany 50 cents a word.
Situations Wanted 30 cents a word. Box
number, when used, is two words. Classified
advertisements are payable in advance. Clos
ing date, 20th of month preceding date of
issue. Address for replies: Box number,
Management Services, 666 Fifth Avenue,
N. Y. 10019.
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PUBLICATIONS OP SPECIAL INTEREST TO MANAGEMENT SERVICES READERS

ACCOUNTING
AND THE
COMPUTER

What does the computer mean to the accountant? How is it affecting account
ing and auditing techniques and procedures? How is it
used to develop
and provide management with more sophisticated business information?

Designed to serve as a comprehensive introduction to this important subject,
this book brings together—in convenient reference form—selected materials
from The Journal of Accountancy and Management Services as well as various
technical papers prepared for the American Institute. It also includes a glossary
of terms most frequently encountered in this area.

The major subjects covered include The Challenge of Automation . .. Elements
of EDP . . . Auditing the Computer. . . The Impact of EDP on Internal Control . ..
Management and the Computer... The Total Information Concept... and
Computer Installations.
The book should be valuable to the accounting practitioner because it focuses
on problems he is likely to encounter as well as new opportunities available to
him. And financial executives will find the book helpful as a guide to some
of the specific applications of computers to modern business management.
CLOTH

MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
TECHNICAL
STUDIES

$5.00

BOUND

These studies, which deal with specific management problems, include text ma
terials followed by discussions of actual cases. They utilize self-teaching methods
to help the reader develop a greater facility for handling similar problems in
the course of his work.
In each case studied, a business situation is fully described and the reader is
asked to consider how he would deal with such questions as quantitative analysis
of the data .. . approach to the job . . . fee estimates. . .
requirements,
etc. This is followed by a description of how the case was actually handled,
thereby making it possible for the reader to compare his own analysis, conclu
sions and recommendations with those which were developed.
By studying the material in this fashion, you will learn how
to size up
the distinctive characteristics of specific business situations and develop the
best possible solutions to the problems discussed. Paper bound.
NO. 1: COST ANALYSIS FOR PRODUCT LINE
DECISIONS

NO. 3: COST ANALYSIS FOR EXPANSION OR
CONTRACTION OF A BUSINESS

NO. 2: COST ANALYSIS FOR PRICING AND
DISTRIBUTION POLICIES

NO. 4: ANALYSIS FOR PURCHASING
FINANCING PRODUCTIVE EQUIPMENT

$3.00

COMPUTER
RESEARCH
STUDIES

POST

EACH

AND

BINDER $3.50

These studies represent the results of an intensive program of research and
investigation undertaken by the System Development Corporation on behalf
of the American Institute. They consider the impact which computers are
having on the public accounting profession—a subject which is of critical
importance to every member of the profession.
NO. 1: SURVEY
MENTS $2.00

RESULTS—VOLUNTARY

COM

NO. 4: RELATIONSHIPS AMONG CPAs, BANKS
AND SERVICE BUREAUS $1.00
NO. 5: SOFTWARE TRENDS—HARDWARE CHAR
ACTERISTICS $2.00

SOURCES

OF

ADP

NO. 3: COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
COUNTING OPERATIONS $2.00

TO

AC

NO.
CURRENT BASIC
INFORMATION $1.00

POST BINDER $3.50

AICPA MEMBER DISCOUNT—AICPA publications are available to members at a 20 percent
discount. The minimum order subject to this discount is $2.50. If your order totals $2.50 or
more, please deduct 20 percent from the prices shown.
add 5 percent sales tax in New York City. Elsewhere in
New York State, add 2 percent tax plus local tax if applicable.
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America’s high-flying aerospace industry
has some down-to-earth ideas about savings

With employee participation in the Payroll Savings Plan for
United
Savings Bonds running as high as 99% in some
companies, the aerospace industry, like many other in
dustries,
made a strong commitment to building
strength and economic stability of our country.
Industry leaders are behind the Savings Bond program
because they
that money saved through
Payroll
Savings Plan
a three-fold benefit. It strengthens the se
curity of the
bolsters
economy of the country by
helping to contain inflationary pressures, and supports our
men in Vietnam.
How can you help? By bringing the Payroll Savings Plan

into your plant. By encouraging your employees to enroll.
The savings put aside each week through this plan systemat
ically add up. And at the higher interest rate of 4.15% when
Bonds are held to maturity, savings
accumulate even faster.
For information on installing and
promoting the Payroll Savings Plan in
your plant, contact your State Savings
Bonds Director. Or write today to the
Treasury Department, United States
Savings Bonds Division, Washington,
D.C.

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS NOW  PAY 4.15% WHEN HELD TO MATURITY
in your plant... promote the PAYROLL SAVINGS PLAN for U.S. Savings Bonds
The U S. Government does not pay for this advertisement. It

presented as a public service in cooperation with the Treasury Department and The Advertising Council.
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